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CHAPTER I 
APPROACHES TO THE PROBLJiMS OF SCHOOL VISION 
That vision playa an important part in school achievement goes 
without sayin.g. But how large a part? Who is handicapped by it? What 
can be done to better it? These are questions to which answers have 
been sought by many routes. 
Educators concerned with problems of retarded readine a® oonse-
quent lowered achievement (and possibly behavior problems) !.ave 
considered the possibility of visual defect as a contributin.g factor. 
School health departments, community optometrists and ophthalmologists 
have been called upon to contribute their knowledge and skills. 
Manufacturers of ophthalmic instruments, lighting equipment, and class-
room furnishings, school-house planners, text-book authors and 
publishers, all have made contributions from their own experience and 
research. Psychologists connected with all these fields have carried 
on extensive experiments to determine what factors are significant and 
how they may best be handled. 
From the questions centerin.g around the discovery of what pupils 
are handicapped by their visual status, two main problems emerge: 
1. What visual factors may prove handicapping in the school 
situation? These are still the subject of disagreement and research. 
2. How can pupils so handicapped be most readily and certainly 
picked out for referral to the B¥B specialist? For this purpose 
several tests have 'been <ieYised--som~ fq:r l}.!lE> by the school rl'.:,c<hS n;;: 
teacher, some for the professional e;te man, or lay helpers under his 
s·.l.perv:!sion. 
Merely to know who is visually handicapped is '""t emn:.gb.. So 
arises the next problem: 
3· How can each cb.Ud be helped most? Wh:l.le this qlles·r.'Jm mu.et 
be answered by the profess1ona.l eye m!l.ll of the parents' ~.ho·lce, s'lme 
informa.t.ion as to methods and their use may be helpful to t:-,e ed'l·ca•,q~. 
Even with the best of vision, a child may be v::sually handicapped 
by his environment. This brings up a very important prYblem: 
4. How can the vis\lB.l problems of all children be kept at a 
mi.nimlllll? Llgh ting e tand.a."Cds, classroom a..tTar~gemen +., de·O~H'a t.ion, and 
lighting, choice of print and paper fg,r books and other ciass materials, 
ru:e !l.lll9ng the factors which nrJ.st be t.a.ken h.to considerati<:~n. 
These, then, are the four main prP'blems t.o which a?:tsue.::s a.re 
s-:n;,;b.t from the H tera.t•.!.l:"e. These answers i-:; is hoped """ s•=a:rl:ze 
1. W'na.t use can be made of our p~eset•.t ir:.fnnnat-1on? 
2. What fw.•ther stu.1.1es should. be made? 
2 
ClW"llR II 
DETERMilliNG THE IMPORTANCE UF VISUAL FACTORS 
Many studies have been made to determine what visual factors have 
an influence on reading ability, an4 several excellent surveys have 
been made of the results in this field. 
Earlier Reyiews.-Dearborn an4 Leverett1 , from the bac~r&round of 
a University Education Clinic, reviewed the literature to 1942. 
Disc-ll.ssion of visual defects such as refractive errors, anseikonia, an4 
muscu.lar incoordination, clinical evaluation of these defects, and 
apprai sale of their importance in reading, with reference to experimen te 
on which these discussions are based, were summed up with the statement: 
"The diversity of thought in matters concerning the relationship 
between visual defects and reading is now so great that it may have to 
be described as confusion.• 
Rcbinscn2 , from another University Readinc Clinic, reviewed the 
literature as a preliminary step to a new study. Like Dearborn and 
Leverett, she found disagreement in conclusions, varied age groups, 
1Dearborn, Walter ·:r., and Leverett, Hollis M. (Psycho-Educational 
Clinic, Harvard University) "Visual Defects and Reading, • Journal of 
Experimental Education 13:3 (March 1945), 1::.--124. 
2Robinson, Helen.Mansfield, Wh:v Pupils Fail in Reading Chicago: 
Unive~sity of Chicago Press, 1946 Pp. xiii + 257. 
and inadequate teste. She summed up the preponderance of opinion to the 
effect that hyperopia, hyperopic astigmatism, binocular incoordination, 
restricted visual fields, and aniseikonia in young children seemed most 
unfavorable to reading achievement, 
Eemoe1 in 1949 summarized the 11 terature from 1945-1948, for the 
Review of Educational Research, Reflecting the varied background of the 
author-ophthalmologist, optometrist, Uni varsity lecturer and research 
worker, this review covers not only recent studies of visual factors 
related to reading, but also the related fields of study in tachistoe-
copic work, eye movements, readability, and illumination, which will 
be dhcues£1 in later chapters of this paper, 
Zberl2 in 1949 briefly reviewed the relevant literature for the 
Committee on Visual Problems in Schools, of the .American Optometric 
Association, She pointed out that all statistical studies considered 
each visual trait separately, In actual practice, the ability to 
compensate for one deviation from the ezpected norm by another related 
deviation might account for absence of expected symptoms in one case, 
while failure to compensate might result in symptoms where the 
deviation is mnch lees. 
1Eames, Thomas R, •visual and Related Factors in Reading• 
rpt,.,eee and the J!'ine Arts. Ruiey of :l!ducational Research 1912 
April, 1949), 107-17, · 
2Jilberl, Marguerite Thoma, "Caring for the School Child's Vision• 
Southern Optometrist 2:11 (July, 1949), 2J-26. 
• • 
4 
Still more ~ecently Bing1 , of the same committee, after briefly 
reviewing the literature, used. her optometric background to explain 
much of the disagreement in findings, 
Visnpl Acui ty.-Wi th this background, the findings that inadequate 
visual acuity did not distinguish the poor readers from the other groups 
(Monroe2, Stromberg3, Eames4) now is not opposed to Blake and 
Dearborn' sS finding that those with reading difficulty show defective 
vision, but rather ties in with the findings of Eemee6, Taylor?, and 
Farris8 1 that hyperopia is more common in poor readers, thet of 
Farris8 that myopia and myopic astigmatism were associated with good 
reading, and that of Eames that there are fewer myopes among those 
with reading difficulty than in the general population, This follows 
l . Bing, Lois B,, "A Critical Analysis of the Literat~e on Certain 
Visual Functions Which Seem to be Related to Reading Achievement" 
Journal of the American Ootomet.ric Associat.!2!! 22:8 (March, 1951~4_54../.16:> 
~onroe, Marion. Children Who Cannot Read. 
of Chicago Pr•s.s, 1932• 
Chicago: University 
w· 
3stromberg, Eleroy L, "The Relationship of Measures of .\Visual 
Acuity and Ametropia to Reading Speed" Journal of Applied Pi:vohology 
22:1 (February, 1938), 7~78. 
4Jlames, Thomas H. •A Comparison of the Ocular Character:l.stics of 
Unselected and Reading Disability Groups" Journal of Educational 
Research. 25:7 (March, 1932), 211-215, 
SBlak:e, Maybelle B. , and Dearborn, Walter F. "The Improvement of 
Reading Habits~' Journal of Higher Education 6:2 (February, 1935~ SJ-88 . 
.. 
~es, op. cH. 
?Taylor, Earl A, Controlled Reading Chicago; University of Chi()S€ 
Press, 193?• 
8Farris, L.P. "Visual Defects as Factors Influencing Achievement 
,in Reading( Journal of Werimental Education 5:1 (Septem·oer ,1936), 59, 
5 
from the fact tbat viaual acuity lUI meaaured by the Snellen Chart 18 
in general low for myopee, while eatiafactor;r for pereone with moderate 
degr.ee 1 &f· ~ropia. 
The importance , then, of near po!n t vi don, rather tban that for 
distance, must be realised. 
!lw!clt:Imbalancet-llut what of the diacrepanciea in muBcleo-
imbalance findings? 
lendrick:1 , in a etwl3 of .SO pairs matched for age, IQ., and 
schooling, but differing b;r a ;rear in reading abilit;r, found no 
evidence of correlation between reading disability and muBcle 
imbalance, 
Selzer2 reported tbat of a group of poor readers, 9~ shoved 
muBcle-imbalance, while of an uneeleoted group of 100 0 onl;r ~ 
showed this anomaly, and of these , :ti ve were poor readers. 
Eamee3 reported a greated degree of emphoria in the reading 
disability group than in the general popu.lation, Again4 he :found that 
l:rendrick:, Paul VirJJ•l Cberacterietics of Poor l!ead.en Teachers 
College Contributions to lilll.ucation !Jo, 6,56. !Jew Yorka Teachers• 
College, Columbia Univereit;r, 193.5. 
2selzer, Char lea A. 1liateral llominance and Vieual l'u.a1onl Theh 
Application to Difficulties in Beading, Writing, Spelling, and Speech• 
HArvard &!PPQ'a1!h! in Education, !Jo. 12. Cambridge, Mass. a Harvard 
University Preas, 1933• 
3Eamea, op. cit. 
4:-:-:-:- •comparison of JD,Je Conditione Among 1000 Reading lailuree, 
.SOO Ophtbalmic Patients, and l.SO Unaelected Children• . The American 
Journal of Ophthplmology 3116 (June, 1948), '?13-7• 
6 
among 1000 children referred aa reading failures, .500 ophthalmologic 
cases, and 1.50 uneelected cases, h;r.peropia of one diopter or more, and 
emphoria of six prism diopter a or more at reading di.stance, occurred 
lJIQre frequently among poor readers and eye cases than among the un-
selected group. They also retarded the speed of word recognition. 
Whether this retardation correlated with the similar frequency of I~'s 
below 90, and if eo, which was cau~e and which effect (if either) ia 
not discussed. It should be noted also that the measure of central 
tendency used was the median rather than the mean, and the level of 
significance placed at 1~. 
In a study of 1:3:3 cases of reading disability ranging from grade 
school to college, Park!-, an ophthalmologist and preeideut of a 
dyslexia clinic, also found exophoria of 4.0 or more at reading distance 
to be significant. 
Here again we find diveraity of population and of amount of 
deviation considered significant. Further, as Bing2 and Eberl3 point 
out, the importance of a muscle imbalance varies with the refractive 
correction and with the ability of the individual to compensate. 
lPark, George E., ''Reading Difficulty (Dy&lexia) from t,he 
Ophtballllic Point of View.• Amer1cap. Jourrf!.l of Ophthalmology 31:1 
(January, 1948l, 2~:34. , 
2Bing, Lois B. op. cit. 
3Eberl, Marguerite T. op. cit. 
7 
AniaeikDnia.-Unfortu.nately no recent studies have been reported 
dealing with aniseikonia and its relation to reading. Robinson1 states 
that 1 t vas impossible to provide anieellinic examinations for the :30 
retarded readers otherwise ezhaustively studied. Two 19:38 reports 
appear contradictory until the discrepancy in age group and in instrument 
used are realized. That of Dearborn and Andereon2 indicated that 
aniseikonia, especially at the reading distance, had a significant 
relationship with reading difficulty in a group of elementary and 
high school pupils. 
!!!he instrument used was the Ophthalmo-Eikonometer; 1!£ or more of 
aniseikDnia was assumed to be significant; the experimental group 
consisted of 100 severe cases of readiDg disability; the cont.rol group 
of 100 was drawn from selected adults and school children measured for 
aniseikonia regardless of ability to read, together with some clinical 
cases who had proved not to be reading disability cases. 
!!!he study of Imus, Rothney, and Bear:3, however, indicated no 
relationship between aniseikDnia and reading abili t:r in a group of 
superior college students. 
1Robinson, Helen Mansfield, Wh:v Pu.pils Fail in Readi~. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press. 1946 
2Dearborn, Walter F., and Anderson, Irving. "Aniseikonia as 
Related to Disabilit:r in Reading." Journal of Experimental Pszchology 
2:3:6 (December, 19:38), 560-577• 
:3Irms, H.A., Rothne:r, J.W.M., and Bear, R,M. An l!lyal:uation of 
Visual Factors in Reading lfanover, N.H.: Dartmouth College 
Pu.blication, 19:;8. 
8 
The instrument used was the til tin& field with size lenses; 
aniseikonia cases were grouped as 11mild11 (J/4-l'f,), "moderate" (li-z'%), 
or "severe" (over 2'f,); the group consisted of about 175 college freshmen 
- the entire class. Scholastic aptitude, reading skill, and school 
achievement were all considered. 
Other Binogular Factpra.--Not only muscle-imbalance and aniseikonia, 
but poor fusion, suppression, convergenc.e insufficiency, and other 
binocular factors have been found significant in some studies. 
In his group of 133 reading disability cases, ParJJ found that 
weak ductions, convergence insufficiency, and accommodation or 
convergence spasm, together with the heterophorias, occurred in half 
of the cases. (Interesting in connection with this study is the 
specification of print, paper, and illumination used.) 
Like Park, Berens (ophthalmologist) and Enoa2 present ~vidence 
that convergence insufficiency is a common cause of reading difficulty. 
Kroue3, a school principal, reported a screening program for a 
remedial reading class, carried out by trained optometrists. 177 were 
judged to have visual difficulty, ;4 not to have. Finaings indicated 
Park, George E., "Reading Difficulty (Dyslexia) from the Ophthal-
mic Point of View." American Journal of Ophthalmology, )1:1 (January, 
1948~ 28-)4. 
Berens, Conre~, and Enos, Marjorie. 11 0cular Factors in Reading 
Disabilities" American Journal of Orthopsychiatry; 17:3 (July, 1947~ 
:397-403· 
Irous, George T., "Visual Analysis Investigations as Part of a 
Reading Program" Claremont College Reading Conference, (1947), 6~71, 
9 
that visual difficulty correlated more highly with faults of fusion, 
stereopsis, and suppression than with visual acuity, (Park had found 
little or no fusion difficulty.) Hie finding that visual service 
secured for fourteen of these children over a period of two years 
helped them make an almost normal reading gain as compared with about 
two-thirds normal in previous years seems to bear out the importance 
of these binocular factors in the reading situation, An increase in I~ 
rating from 75 to 85 was attributed to the reading gain and consequent 
improvement in response where reading was a factor in the test. On-
fortunately no distinction is made as between gain due to visual 
treatment and that due to special instruction (comparable results on 
the rest of the group would have been helpful.) A feature of this 
report is the estimate of a saving of $28 per pupil due to the 
increased rate of progress. This should be a very helpful argument 
when trying to secure support for the program. 
In a recent study, Eberl1 (optometrist), comparing 60 each of 
retarded readers, unselected fourth graders, and fourth graders 
appearing for eye care, found that most of the retarded readers had 
20/20 vision and little phoria, but low ductions, unsteady eye-movements, 
and low perceptual span, i.e., they had not automatically learned the 
needed visual skills. 
1Eberl, Anita, 1Visual Difficulties 
Achievement" The Southern Optometrist. 
as Related to Scholastic 
September, October, 1948, 
tO 
Changes in findings over a period oK time.--Bing1 , in her analysis 
of the literature, pointed out differences were to ~e expected at 
different age levels. 
Walton2, (optometrist), studying recozds of persons seen by him 
over a period of years, didded them inio four groupe: those firs'\: 
seen (A) between 1 and 20; (B) between 21 and 40; (C) between 41 and 
60; and (D) at 61 or over. The average number of years between first 
and last visits was slightly over 17. Of 2441 eyes represented, 88% 
were hyperopic, 11% myopic. No cases showed changes in cylinder 
power with time; increase in required sphere power averaged .25 to .37D 
per ten-year period. Myopia tended to increase t;;~ age 20, remain static 
till 60, then diminish. Hyperopic increase and myopic decrease after 
60, be attributed to loss of ciliary tonus; myopic increase, to over-
development of the eye-ball. 
Hendrickson3 (optometrist). reported increase in incidence of 
myopia from 1.6% in grade one to 23.9% in grade eight, while hyperopia 
decreased. Whether this trend is due to close work or to maturing 
could be proven only with a similar non-school populatlcn. The number 
lBing, op. c:lt. 
2walt;;~n, Wm. G., Jr., •Refractive Changes in the Eye over a 
Period of Years" American Journal of Optometry. and Archives oK 
American Acad,emy of Optometry, 27:6 (June, 1950), 267-286. 
:3Hendrickson, Homer, "A Study of Static Retinoscopic Findings on . 
1000 School Children. • Journal of the American Optometric Association, 
21:8 (March, 1950) 1 428-433• 
:1.1. 
of drop-outs and retarded pupils would also have to be CtJnsidered, 
Kepbart1 also reported that screening testa done on 574 pupils 
from grades 1-12 showed a high incidence of hyperopia in the early 
grades, with a mrla!d decrease from grade to grade until at about the 
fifth grade myopia became more prevalent than hyperopia. He 
attributed the change to school experience. In support of this 
hypothesis, retinoscopic rechecks in September on 84 of these pupils 
appeared to show a marked recovery from this trend, especially for 
grades 5-10. (See "Colorado School Surveys" P ) 
In further support of this hypt>thesis, Kephart and Mazzoni2 
reported results of orthorater tests on 93 subjects from grades 2-11 
before and after summer vacation. Significant improvement in visual 
acuity and color discrimination, but no consistent change in phorias 
or depth perception was indicated. The considerable variation in 
visual acuity change raisec the question of differences in summer 
occupation, as well as of accuracy of measurements and random quality 
of population, 
1Kephart, Newell C., "Visual Changes in Children Associated with 
School Experience• American Jourpa1 of Optometry and Archives of 
American A"{!dem:v of Optometry, 27:4 (April, 1950), 195-9. 
12 
Wickwire a.nd Krous1 , working with 90 university students dohg 
close work 4-5 hours a day, found about So% showing esophoria, about 
25'f,, exophoria. After 6-10 days of studying 12-15 hours a day, out 
of a group of 20 students, four showing llO phoria to start with 
developed t to lt0 of esophoria, while th.ree showing esophoria to 
start with beoe.me more eaophoric by i to 3/4°. After two weeks' 
vacation, five of the seven returned to their original phoric condition, 
while the other two showed reduced esophoria. 
By contrast, Hirsch2 (notometrist). reporting results on 840 
randomly selected children of ages 5-13 given retinoscopic examinations 
in 14ay-June, 1950 and again in Septembev-October, 1950, by himself and 
one other optometrist, while he found an average decrease in hyperme-
tropia of .09D per year, found no reduction in this rate during the 
summer months. He questions the very high percent of myopia indtoated 
by Kephart as being beyond any conceivable random percentage, therefore 
probably due to sampling error. The much larger number of subjects in 
the present study, and the statistical analysb by one of the two 
examiners, with evidence of statistical significance, lend support to 
the results, as contrasted with those o~ Kephart's study, where 
1Wiokwire, G. C',, and Kroue Ruth, •sustained Near Vision and 
Ocular Muscle Balanc, ." Optometric Weekly 42:2 (January ll, 1951), 
51-52. 
2Hirech, Monroe J. 
Children• Am r o 
Academy of Optometry 28:9 
13 
statistical significance was not demonstrated, where the criterion of 
~pia is not stated, and where the examining optometrists may not have 
been aware of the statistical procedure. It is interesting to note, 
however, that at individual age levels, statistically significant change 
in refraction ill shown only at agee 6-9, and that while 58~ of the total 
number showed more myopia or len JlWeropia, 42~ showed the opposite 
trend. 
Sloane (ophthalmologist) and Gallagher1 (school physician) reported 
that of 228 adolescents BDIIIined annually with a variation of the 
Massachusetts Vision Teet, 74.5~ ehowed no change binocularly. About 
5~ showed some improvement binocularly, 15~ some improvement in the 
right eye, 15~ some in the left eye; nearly 2~ showed some lose 
binocularly, 16~ in right eye only, 14.5~ in left eye only. fhere was 
little change in heterophoria. fhe number of changes would seem to 
warrant annual screening. 
Percrption.-Including the specifically visual factors is the 
larger activity, perception, the speed and accuracy of which have been 
subjects of study. 
Buswe112 presented the hypothesis that reading is most effective 
when symbol and meaning are directly associated without sub-vocalization. 
1 Sloane, Albert E. and -~l~er, J. Jl.oawell, "Changes_ 
in Vision during Adolescence• Am!riC!!l Jowpe.J of Ophthalmology, 
33110 (October, 1950), 1538-1542. 
~uawell, G. T. "Perceptual Research and Me thode of Learning. a 
T.ne S.Citntific MonthlY, 44:6 (June, 1947), 521-26. 
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1 . Carls'u studied the relationship between speed and accuracy of 
comprehension, using 399 fifth graders. Although no correlations were 
large enough for confident prediction, he felt that among readers with 
high I~, those who read rapidly were most proficient; among those with 
medium and low I~, however, slower reading was more efficient, especially 
if the purpose was eDCting or the material diffiCillt. 
In thie ?Onnection Tinker'e2 etudy of eye movement time, and the 
increaeed proportion of reading time required for compreheneion, is 
of interest. Also hie streee3 on training comprehension and aeeimila-
tion rather than "ideal motor eequencee.• 
Stroud4 , working with 570 pupile in gradee four through eix, 
concluded that rate of perception and rate of reading are eignificantly 
correlated. He did not, however, find any relationehip between rate 
of vieual perception and improveableneee in reading rate, 
lcarlson, Thorsten R,, "The Relationship Between Speed and 
Accuracy of Compreheneion.• Journal of Educational Research 42:7 
(March, 1949), 500..12. 
2Tink:er, Miles A., "Time Relations for Eye-Movement Measures in 
Reading." Journal of Educational Pe:ychology )8:1 (January, 1947) 
1-10. 
3 °The Study of Eye Movements in Reading." Pe:ychologic.al 
Bulletin;<: 18 (March, 1946), 9:3-120. 
4stroud, J,E,,"Rate of Visual Perception 
Reading. • Journal of Educational Psychology 
487-98. 
as a Factor in Rate of 
36:7 (November, 1945), 
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Eamesl,2 found both paaaing and failing pupils to recognize objects 
at about the same rate. Failing pupils, however, showed a much slower 
rate of word recognition. :Both regreeeed sharply at the tenth year 
(presumably with the shift fro:n a maximum of oral reading with teacher 
aid to independent, silent reading for content in various subject areas), 
the passing group recovering much more rapidly than the failing group. 
Correlations between speed of perception and visual acuity were low 
(.:32 for picture recognition, .46 for word. recognition). No correlations 
between reading failure and visual acuity were found by the author, 
The I~ correlation with both types of perception would be of interest. 
1Eames, Thomas H., "Relationship Between Visual Acuity· and the 
Speeds of ~icture and Word Recognition" Columbia Optometrist 21:42 
(May, 1947). ~7. 
2 11The Speed of Object Recognition and of Word Recognition in 
Groups of Paning and Failing Pupils• The Jou.rnal of Educational 
Research. :3816 (February, 1947), 119-122. 
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Beveraals.--Fabianl reported a tendency of normal children of 
from six to eight years to rotate horizontal configurations to the 
vertical position. This tendency he found related to reversals. It 
normally disappears of itself, however, Anderson and Anderson2 also 
refer to this tendency. Xirst3 presents evidence that faulty space 
perception might lead to reversals, Mintz4 found no demonstrable 
relationship between reversals and handedness, but did state that 
among his retarded subjects, few were consistently right-sided, 
:Bing.5 pointe out that the rather common feeling that mixed 
dominance may lead to reversals ia based upon a faulty understanding 
of the relationships between eyes and brain. While hands and feet 
are controlled from the brain hemisphere opposite to themselves, both 
eyes are represented in both hemispheres. There would seem, therefore, 
no inherent reason for dominance of right hand with right eye and vice 
versa, 
lFabian, Abraham A., "Vertical Botation in Vhual-Motor l'erformanceg 
Ita Relationship to Beading lleversals." The Journal of Educational 
Psychology 36: 3 (March, 194.5), 129-.59. 
2Anderaon, Harold, and Anderson, Gladys, Pro.1ective Tech:aiquea. 
New York: Prentice Hall, 19.51, PJ3. 
3xirst, E, Moreley, "lleveraals in Reading, A Problem in Space 
Perception." Elementw School Journal, 49:.5 (January, 1949), 278-84, 
~intz, Alex, "Reading Rever1als .~ Lateral Preferences in a 
Group of Intellectually Subnormal Boys" Jqgrnal of Educational 
PsYchology 37:7 (November, 1946), 487-.501 • 
.5:Bing, Lois B op. cit. 
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lYe Movementa.-The part plqe4 b;y eye-movements in the reading ·· 
si tuat:i.on haa been another aubJect of much study. tinkerl in 1946 
summarized 126 eye-movement studies to ~at date. Two types of 
electrically recording apparab1s and cornea reflection photograph;y were 
compared, with the conclusion that the latter was more satisfactoey. 
Reliability proved satisfactoey lilen twenty or more lines were read. 
Anderson and Morse' s2 etvd7, published in the same month, reached the 
same conclusion. Ledbetter•aJ stud7 in 1947 also indicated that 200 
or more words gave- a better ten than fewer •. 
Validity was subject to much disagreement. In a cheek on 
comprehension during the eye-movelll8nt recording as compared with that 
under normal reading conditions, Tinker found the validity to be high. 
Under less carefully controlled setups, other iuvestigators differed. 
The e;ye movements were found to include both forward an<i 
regressive moves, between which comes the fixational pause d.1ring which 
perception takes place. The fre~ency and duration of fixations varied 
with maturity of ~be reader and with difficulty of comprehension, as 
1Tinker, Miles A., 0The Stud;y of E;ye Movements in Reading." 
Pszcholorlcal Bulletin 18 (March, 1946), 93-120. 
2Anderson, Irving H., and Morse, 11m. c., "The Place of Instru-
mentation in the Reading Program. I. Evaluation of the Ophthalmo-
Graph" The Journal. of Ex!!erimenta], Education 14:3 (March, 1946), 
256-62. 
:3r.edbetter, Frances Gresham, •Reading Reactions for Varied Types 
of SubJect Matter: An Anal;ytical Stud;y of the E;ye Movements of 
Eleventh Grade Pupils" Journal of Educational Research 16:20 
(October, 1947), 102-115. 
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did the number of regreaaiona. Ledbetter1 alao found that difficult 
concepts or meBDinga lloweci down reading more thBD 8DT other factor. 
In 1947 Tinker2 in coordinating aenral atudiea found that movement 
time was :aever over 1~ of fixation time, and in analytical reading 
might be leu thBD 'JI,. The change in proportion, and in total reading 
time. was due to increased freque~Lcy and duration of fixation required 
for comprehension. 
Ginaberg3 pointe out that while the number of pauaee decreases 
( 
with age and experience, the duration of pauses remainP fairly conatBDt; 
i.e. attention epBD 1a increased rather than perceptual speed. 
Other findings in Tinker'• 1UIIIIIaey4 follow: Whi.J.e eye-movement 
training ~be helpful, co~~prehenaion end assimilation are more 
important, and individual capacity ab.ould not be ignored in an attempt 
to eatablieh ideal motor aequencea; indeed, motivated reading practice 
!Ledbetter, Francee Gresh•• •Beading Beactiona for Varied 'fnle• 
Gf' ad~Ject Matter: .An Analytical Study of the Eye Movement& of lleventh 
Grade Pupils" Journal of Hucatiopal Research. 16:20 (October, 194?). 
102-115. 
2Tinker, Miles A. • •nme Relations for Eye-Movement Measures in 
Reading• Jownel of Educational P&yg}?qlogr :38:1 (January, 194?) 
1-10. 
4Tinker, Miles A., •!he Study of Eye Movement& in Reading. n 
Pazcho1ogical ]Ul1etin 18 (Karch, 1946), 93-120. 
0 
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may give equal gains. Westover1 , working vi th college freshmen, found 
motivated reading practice to giTB gains equal to those secured through 
controlled reading, 
Illumination, legibilit;y of material being read, health and 
emotional state of the reader, anoxemia, and possibly vilnlAl fatigu.e, 
may bs reflected in results, Too many unqualified workers have over-
stressed e;ye-movement techniques in the clinical setup. 
The e;ye-movement deviations due to ocular factors such as 
muscular imbalance may cause sufficient fatigue to call for treatment 
of the underlying cause. 
Brandt' s2 e;ye-movement study is interesting as using his own 
special camera. He found the tendency of first-graders to move the 
e78S normally from left to right, with about 6.5 fixations per line, 
Other l'actors in Reat!1ng DisabiU tz.-An occasional case of 
reading failure shows adequate vision, adequate general health, adequate 
intelligence, and no apparent unfavorable emotional conditioning, 18t 
still fails to learn to read, Characteristics and handling of these 
cases of 1 specific dyslexia• are discussed b;y Cole3, 
1westover, Frederick L., Controlled Eye Koyements vs. Practice 
Exercises in Reading. Jl'ew York: Bureau of Publications- Teachers' 
College, Columbia University, (1946) pp 99· 
2Brandt, Herman J'., The Pszch9logz of Seeing Jl'ev York: The 
Philosophical Library, 1945, pp 240, Reviewed by Robt, E, Schreiber, 
Univ. of Chicago, Jour!!A] of lducatiopal Research 39:12 (August, 1946), 
319-20. 
3cole, Edwin M,, •Specific Reading Disabili t;v--a Problu in 
Integration and Adaptation,• Mericy Joynel of 0pht.helmolog:v 34:2 
part 1 (February, 1951), 22~232. 
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A rather comprehensive surve~ of the literature on d~slexia is 
given by Hallgren1 with additional contributions from his own experience 
with 63 school and 128 clinic cases. While 14 to l~ of his cases 
had visual defects of some type - visual acuit~, refractive error, or 
squint - in none was the ~lexia considered second.a.r,r to the visual 
factor. Similarly neither left e~dness nor mixed dominance, mental 
subnormali t~, nor nervous disorders, appeared to be a ea·!llle of 
d~slexia. In some cases it seemed probable that environmental 
factors ma~ have had an adverse effect. Definite relationship was 
found between d~lexiaand speech defects. The author also felt that 
his findings indicated that some qslexias are hereditary in nature. 
Another comprehensive stuq to determine causes of retardation in 
2 
reading was that of Robinson • Thirty retarded readers between six 
and sixteen ~ars of age, referred to a Reading Clinic, were studied 
first for I~. reading ability and achievement. I~ of BS+, with 
retardation of .9 ~ar for those with MA and CA below nine, two ~are 
for those older, were minimwn for acceptance. Examinations by 
psychiatrist, pediatrician, social worker, ophthalmologist, neurologist, 
oto-lar~ologist, endocrinologist, speech specialist, and ps~chologist-
. 
t.echni cian were provided for all, and their findings summarized. These 
1Hallgren, E. "Specific Dyslexia" Acta Psychiatrica et Neurologiga 
Supplementum 6S. (English Translation) Stockholm, 1950, 
Znobinson, Helen Mansfield, Why Pupils Fai~ in Readi~. Chicago: 
Universit~ of Chicago Press, 1946, pp xiii, 257. 
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specialiet~ then decided upon one weak spot most likely to acco·~t for 
pcor reading, and set to work to correct it, thus validating their 
decision. If this brought no improvement, a second weakness was 
(',orrected. Illustrative of a case where low metabolism, emotional 
distru"bance, or binocular incoordination might ha<re ac<30unted for 
inab:!.li ty to concentrate longer than f:l.ve minutes w' thout falling 
asleep is one in whom thyroid improved health but not reading, while 
twelve weeks of orthoptic training cleared up all ~:-~"Ptoms. In general, 
v:!.sua.l, emotional and social factors appeared to have greatest effect 
on reading. 
Eames1 compared the incidence of disease and defects in 875 
reading failures and 486 non-failures, UrinOoogenital, circulatory and 
speech difficulties each occurred from five to six times as often among 
the failures as the non-failures; diseases of nose, tr~oat, and ears, 
also allergy, occurred twice as often in the failure grr':~p; while 
malnutrition, diseases of lungs, bone and joints, or skin, and specific 
in.fectious diseases occurred only in the failing gr.oup. General 
disease condi tiona occured in 22% mo:re of the failing than the non-
failing group. 
1Eames, Thomas R., "Incidence of Diseases Among Reading Failures 
an
6 
d4-Non~Failures• The JQUI'nAl of Pediatric_€'_ 33:.5 (November, 1948), 
l 17. 
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Eames also presented in 19451 , 19462 , and 19473, studies of the 
relationships between prematurity or ~ermaturity of birth and 
vision and reading failure. Prematurity -s associated vi th higher 
fl'equenc7 of poor vision throughout the age range (.5-17), vi th a 
poorer median visual acuit7 through the ninth year. In a stud7 of 100 
poor readers, the percent of children of premature birth was much 
higher than in the general population. 
:Bannon4 (optometrist) pointed out that small refractive errors &1111 
muscular-imbalances may provide Just enough handicap to discourage the 
person with little interest and skill, and that patient interests and 
attitudes IIIWit be considered. 
1 ___ _,, •Comparison of Ch!lclren of Premature and Fttll Term :Birth 
Who Fail in Reading1 l!.uriiBl. of lducational Research 38:7 
(March, 194.5) 
2 
---• 
1E7e Condi tiona Among Children of Premature, 
and Hypermatu:re :Birth• .Ameri"M Jowpal of OnhtheJmol9&Z 
(January, 1946), 57-6). 
P'ull Term, 
29:1 
J ___ , 1llltfect of Premature :Birth on Vision and Reading Failure" 
Claremont College Read,iM Copfennce 12 (1947), 8~8J. 
ll:eannon, Robert E. "The Role of the Eye Specialist in Cases of 
Reading Difficul ties• Th8 Sight-Saving Review, 20:4 (Winter, 1950) 
')3 
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CHAPTER III 
FI~1DING THE CHILD WITH VISUAL PR03LEMS 
Nwnero•J.s tu ts of VI!.I'i.oua types and degrees of complexity have 
been devised to determine in the school lliW&tion, and with a minimum 
of time and expen11e, what P'.l.pila ;,:t-.c.:;~d be referred for professional 
eye care. These will be briefly discussed here. 
1. Teate Given by School Personnel 
Snellen ~.-This h perhaps the simplest and bes~known 
seree~:tng teet. For many yearB it has been admini~t.ersd by school 
D'll"ees and tea.C'Jlere as the only screening test. Essentially it 
cone:!.et!s 'of nine ol:' 11\G!'e rows of letters 110 designed .that at a 
~pec1.:f~.t~:i d:hltance each letter w111 eubtend an angle of five minut<:>:!', 
w!cUe each etroke of the letter aubtende an angle of one minute. 
For tl:ls largest lettt!.-:o, the distance iB 200 feet; for the n.ext line, 
lGCJ feet; for other l.ines, 70, SO, 40, JO, 20, lS, and 10 feet r~ 
~recHvely. From a. dhtance of twenty feet, the teetee reads ~he 
smalle!! t line of print leg! ble to him at that distance. His y·! uu.al 
acu:Hy is thlln stated as 20/20 (th" Mll'lli) 1 . 20/30, 20/40, etc., 
depemding oz: which line was the emallee·t he could read. 
As pointed "" t by Sloane and G&llaghei 1 , the 'i':l.saal ao::ui ty rating 
, 
·sloane, Albert E., and Gallagher, J. Roewell, "The Vision of 
.Adgleecent :Boys• American Jo=nal of 9ohthalmolog:v JJ:ll (November, 
1950) p. 1746-50 • 
• 
on this test is subj!lct t-o val'iations due to ch.art oond:l. t:l.on, \U:•.stu.l\-
al'dized lighting, and other val'iations in test condi ti,ne. Despite this 
fact, Ja~k:son and Scb.ye1 found that poor ll.'ee.de:rc tended to ohow more 
l!llr'l.~:~uB handicaps on this test than did the bette:r readers. Sha:f'ferl!, 
Ohio State University School, reported that, if carried out carefully 
and w~th pruper illumination, the Snelle~ c.~t was more accurate as a 
bash of :r:eferral than the Massachuaette Vi.!lion !l'eo-1; or the Keystone 
telebh•.ocu.lar. This is in cont1:ast with tne general opi:l.iou, wbi® 
favors 1;h;o •1se of supplementary tests. Sloane and Gal.laghe:-::3 poi:o:fl 
~.n a specific case does not ttecessarily indicate inac=ac:v of the 
scref.lning test-but quite often thiB ability o:f the subje:::t to compensat'll 
for the defect found. Certainly th:l.~ decision should rest with the 
doctor, not w1 th the 11creening test. 
l.rack:son, !l:nomas and Schye, Virgirt1a, 
with Reading S~oree of Ninth-Grade Pu.p:!ls~ 
46: l ( Septembe!:', 1945), 33-:35. 
"A Comparison ~f ViBion 
Ellllm§nta.::;y S!lhool .. Jo=r.al 
2Shaffer, Thos. E., •Study of Vit1!1o:!!. Testin.g P:roced'l.l.'res" 
.!!.!qa:r~an Journal of ~iU~!.!~Hh ;18:'3 (August, l9/.j8), 1141.-1146. 
'3:noaro.m, Albert E. ,:ani Gall!J&?'<R>;,•, .J. ~~~w~ll., . 
•A Practical Ophthalmic Test Which Furnishes Quantitative Data" 
ficaUon of Mass. Vision Te>Jt.) Archhee .Q:f Ophthalmologr :3113 
1944), 217-222. 
(Mr.ld:I.-
(March, 
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In an earlier pe.per1 Sloane stated that results found wi tb. the 
Snellien test by teacher and by an ophthalmologist might dif'f'er by as IIIUCh 
as Ja.'. When the technician had been properly trained, this difference 
was reduced to la.', 
Several variations of' the Snellen chart are available, Jor those 
who cannot read, the "illitarate• or •twablin&• I may be used, Jor 
testing at reading dietencee of~ or 161 , r~cecl charts are available 
(the .AKA. chart represented in !!able l, f'or eD~~~,Ple), With eome of' the 
ecreening inatl'WIIenta to be described, the characters are on a slide and 
are projected in the propar eiza on a screen at whatever object distance 
is most f'Balible in a given situation, 
lllp.,s Ere Test2,-This test include& the Snellen chert; a plus lens 
(+1.50D) to be .ueed. with the Snellen chart f'or detecting hyperopee who 
are able to accommodate at least during the test period; a coordination 
teat which clstects phorias and suppression&, and a f'uaion test; also an 
astigmatic chart teet and a test of' eye dominance. ~e coordination teet 
and f'uaion test are especially designed to interest the child, This 
battery is the simplest and least expensive of tests measuring more 
f'actora than the Snellen, A 1950 eclition adds near tests to those tor 
distance, 
ls1oane, Albert E, 111assachtlsetts Vision Test• A,rchives of 
0phthalmologr 24:5 (lfoveaber, 19110), 924-39 
2Eames, Thomas :E!arrlson, 1.1. l'ew .l.pproach to Testi!l8 the lllyes of' 
School Children• J.mericaA l!?1WJAl of' Opllielmologr, 24110 (October, 1941), 
ll70.?J, 
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lames reports a taat-rsteat reliabilit;r of 96~ on 516 subjects: 
validit;r (correlation with professional uamination) of 95~ on lJl 
subjects. !he rlaual acait7 teet alone picks out 62'1> .>f the visually 
inadequate; the plu lens teat adds another 1~, while the other taste 
account for the remainillc 1~ failed, 
Ply Lena !'eat.-!he uae of plua lsnaea w1 th the Snellen chart, for 
detecting hnleropea in a croup of 2000 caaea, waa reported b;r Stewartl. 
(optometrist), B'e found that while the tendency to fail when retinoacop;r 
indicated paaaing practicall;r disappeared w1 th provision against cheatinc;, 
the tendenc;r to paaa when retinoacop;r indicated failure continued in the 
case of 1 8lld 1 1/4» hnleropea, 8lld concluded that the plua lena teat 1a 
n~t comparable to retinoaaop;r for determining hyperopia. 
lllamea2 points out that IIIUCh Tariation in the number of feHu.-es 
results from the uae of plus lenaea differing in power, 
lfallagffi?seUa Tieton :reaV.-!'hta teat includes not onl;y the 
111,ProTBd Snellen chart (illiterate ll) 8lld plua sphere lenses, aa does thB 
' . 
llamea Jcye !'estoa llu.:ll prorlaton for measuring phortaa 'b9th at diatanpe end 
at near, 8lld con trollacl ltpU~, which llhould make for greater ac=ac:r· 
1stewart, Charlaa :a., ll:tnnatigation of Plus-Lena Visual Acuit;r 
Screening !eat, II 0ptoJU11ric We!!!rb 42&1 (Jenua.r;r 4, 1951), 9-1:3, 
2Jiaaea, !homaa Harrison - Peraonal co1111111micat1on. 
:30a.k:, lm":"a, 1 !he Maaaachvaetta Vision !'eat,M Amerigan J~>m•, of 
bblic Haal.th .)2110 (October, 1942), 1105-1109, 
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AJ.l unHs are assembled in one kit for convenience •.. Developed by the 
Massachusetts Department of :public Health, it is adapted for use ·oy the 
nomnedical, 'bl~t ca.retu.lly trained, examiner, in acreeni:ng out those 
req•J.1ring referral to the eye specialist. Professional decision as to 
which cases should be referred is helpf'ul, however, especially in view 
of the tendency to over-referral noted by Sloane and Gallagherl and by 
Shaffer2. 
Otherwise the failure level is VA below 20/JO; 20/20 vision with 
plus lens; 44 eso or 64 exo at distance, 64 eao or 84 exo at near or 
li-Ahyperphoria. At these levels, Sloan & Gallagher reported 29'/> 
failure by Snellen, another ?'f. by the plus lens test, and another 4% 
by the phoria tests. 
This test was accepted by the Council on Physical Therapy of the 
American Medical Association3, who considered it especial.l7 adapted for 
children in the lower grades. 
A modification of this test developed by Sloane and Gallagher4 
l:'equires little lOD&er, and gives quantitative as well as qualitative 
l'ee.•.ll t s. 
lsloane, AJ.bert E. "Massacbuliettll V1don TestN A.x•C'Jlivea cf 
Opht.halmg~ 2415 (November, 1940),921l-J9 
2sr.a.t'feX', op. eH. 
3CouncU on P~ical Thez·apy. Joyppl of the American Medical 
~ociaticn 22137 (M~, 1943) CCloted by lluros, Oscar Krisen, in 
!I'hird Men tal MePuremen ts Year :Book New :Brunswi clt: Ril tge:r:"s Un1vers1 t;~• 
Preas, 1949, p.496 
4sloane, Albert E., a.nd Gallagher, J. :RosweU, •A Practical Ophthal-
~ic Test Which ~~nishes ~titative Data" (Modification of Mass. Vision 
Test) ,Archiyes of Ophthalmology 3113 (March, 1944),217-222 
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l!inocular ReadiD& !est.-This is not a test for visual acuity or 
:pho:das, but a npplementary test to detect suppression in the readi:a&: 
si tuat!.o;:. It is a stereoscopic teat in which a s1lllple paragraph is so 
presented that twenty words are visible to the dght, eye only, twent:r 
words to the len eye only, and the rest of the paragraph to both eyes. 
Omission of the key words for either eye indicates suppression of the 
images of that eye, except in cases of extremely low visual acu1 ty Clr 
marked as tigllla. t1811. 
T"Ae purpose of the test is •to discover the relative participation 
of each eye in e. binocular readiD& Bi tuation and to measure the extent 
of any preference.•1 
Results Cln the test as administered to sixty elementary school 
pupils showed very few cases of omission occurring amoDg the words that 
were seen binocularly, and no relaticnship between the position of a 
word and the per cent of error. 
Repeat :-eUab:llity was determined at .98 :tn the right eye, .77 in 
the leU e;ve. Val:l.di ty was inferred from the fact thet 69f. of' th9se 
slJiJ\d.ng eye preference read significantly better wile one eye tba.n with 
the other. !rhe same was true of the f~u.r cases o:f et~bismus and 60'/o 
of the cues showing marked detect. ValidHy o:f the use of the stereo-
scope as compared with t,D.e conventional presentation M r.;;aJ. reruH.•'l& 
teste was establhh.e!l. by ~»mparison of Gray's Oral Cheo:>k TMt' 
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• 
... a.~niote:red by both methods. llo significant differences wex-e f,:~UtJd .... 
Another report by Spache2 indicates that of 23 children show:l.ng 
mt>r~d £>J<'> preference, 4:J'!> read Bigni.ficantly bett4lr wHh the p;.:>eferred 
eye than w1 th both; of 29 children differing s1gn:lticantly in :t'eacii.ng 
abUit1es of the separate e;yes, SSf. read better w:t th the more efficient 
eye than w1 th both; while of 21 children w:l th different visual acu:l t;y 
in the two e;yee, b:lnoc<Jlar reading correlated closely with that of the 
better eye. The conclusion was that ord:lnar;y read:liJ4: tests u.ndeil'estimate 
the potential readi~~g levels of children in the first two grou.pa. 
1io binson3. using this test "'- th 75 pupils from grades 4, 5, and 6, 
found only seven showing significant differences between right eye, 
left eye, and binocular reading efficiency. (Her aelect1wa of signi-
ficant differences were 20 seconds or 8 errors, as compared with Spache 1 s 
7 seconds or 2 errors). Of the seven, those reading bel't 'M.n~.:Jularl:)l' 
passed all the ortho-rater vill1lal screening tests. She concluded that as 
the teat cor1•elates well with vill1lal etfic,.ancy tests, and indicates 
suppr~ssion during readiiJg 1 it appears valuable as a su.ppleme:at to a 
visual screening teat, 
lSpache, George, 1The Validity of the :Binocular Reading Test,• 
JournAl of Eciucatione· :ttesearch 41:6 (J'ebruary, 1948), 461-466. 
2 •One-E;yed and t-JIIyed Reading1 Jowmpl of lldw-!!:!~onal 
i!,search :me (April, 1944), 616-618. 
:3Jiobinson, Helen M., 1:&'actora Related to Mono""ollar "1.:111. :Sino~ 
Reading Efficiency-• .&mertw Joyn&l of Opto!J!Vn 1!00. Ar~i'Les of the 
American A~emy of 0ptomet1z 28:7 (July, 19;51), 3:3~346 • 
• 
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2. ~lfovemeat Camera 
!he Ophpal•waph,....!rhe Ophthalwograph1 •2 1a a binoeu.lar e;ye..110vement 
' '·)·-i. . 
oaaera, WhiCh ~ be ue4 to dete:raine hQw effectively a pupil uses his 
87'88 in re~,tng. Saccadic f'onrari. IIIGVfiDents, f'1.xat1one, 8M Z'861"8Baive 
liiOTementa, all parts of' the D.Ol'llal. reacliD& proeeaa, are recorded, So, 
too, are the leas deairable a.daUona between the eyes, which·~ be 
handicappiJ:~g BOIUI atudenta. Beldam a part of' a s01'een1J:~g procram, it 
~ be useful in tj:l8 diagaoaia of' rea4iDg problem cases, 
1Th8 OpMbe]•ograAA, Southbr1d4e, Mass. a imer:l.can Optical Co., 
1949, pp 12. 
2A.nderaon, lrv!Dg H., and M11rse, Wm. c., 1!!he Place of' Instrumen-
tation in the llea41Dg Program. l lllvaluation ,.z the OphthaJ.Jao-Graph• 
!!he Jop.rnaJ. of llllmo,riHntal lllducation 14::,3 (March, 1946), ~56,62 • 
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3• Visual Survey Services 
The ltentone TelebinocuJ.ar.-Orig!nally designed as a ha:ad stsJ:eo-
scope, this instrument was modified in 19:33 and mounted 0n a sta.nd1, 
New models were developed in 1938, and a&ain in 194? thr·ee new mQdels 
appea.r.ed.--for use by the eye professions, fur school su.:rveys, and for 
industrial use, respectively. 
Included in the Keystone Vi~~l Survey Service ace the Keystone 
Visual Sux~y Test~formerly the !etta Read~to-Read Teats, 
Instead of the familiar Snellen vtsual acuity cha::' t, a checkerboacd 
pattern in graduated sises is used to measure "'rJ.stial eff~c1.ency, • 
Results can, if desired, be correlated with Snellen equ!valent.s, 
Vertical and lateral imba:.ance, :faaion, su.ppresa:l.on, and stereop-
sis aJ:e also screened for, 
While better adapted t'J school use, this 1nst:1.'1lmer.'t 1 s reported2 to 
be i.rYwer :!.n reliability· and ;.·alid:!.ty tban the two fgllowi~ :l.na'!n'\l1ll.ents. 
these (.wo i.nst.r>men.ts are co=arcial screening devices, They are 
e.'Tallable only as pa:::'t of an Industrial (or· School) Visir.n Service, 
and w:cst be used by well-trained clinicia.tls, unde;• tll.e supervision u:t 
a pz;:;f'easional eye man, !oth instrument-s 1118a.su:t'$ v:l.s1JAl acuity, vertical 
and laterial phoz·iaa, bot·h for distance and near vision. Both meaau..l?e 
stereopsis, color vision, and fus:lon or suppression. 
1Bu."?os, Oscar Krisen, op. cit, P• 49.5 ("'est 46'() 
2I111Us, Henry A., "Visu.al Testing Te•''hniqil.E,·;;'' -~~,r~a9t:1Qlld 
American Aeadev of Ophthalmology and O'I:~LB.!.cl'?M;.~\!i?J 52 
(Marc!J..J.prU, ,1948), ,Ji'l. 
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I111U.8 1 quoted above1 etatee& 1.b :tmpsrUal. comparleon of the 
Ortho-llater, AJ:J Sigh~Screener and the Xe711tone 'rele'binoaW.ar emn 
that the first two are appro:ID&tel:y equal 1.n reliabilit:y lll'1d val.idH:y, 
with a alight preference for tbe Ortho-llater, and that 'both te1te are 
'better in both reliabilit:y IUid validit;y than the felebiJI.Cicu.lar,.l 
He al.10 1tatee that the relia'bilit;v coefficient• for the Ortho-
Bater riiZige from .62 to .90, IUid correlaUon1 vi th clinical teet1 ae 
followe& rl•ual aca.it;v, .8;3 to .90; lawral. phoria, .70 to .77; 
Tertical. phoria, .so. lor the Sighto,.Screener2, coefficient~ of 
reliabilit:y of .ss to .84 are quoted, with val.idit:y coefficient. •lightl;y 
lower, 
While the Ortho-l!ater hal been uaed in some rather extensive school 
1creening pro~ects, no such report hall 'been made on the AJ:J Sigh~ 
Screener. 
One report coveri~~g S74 pupil• in cnde• l.-12 (Kephart IUid l:l:ton:3) 
indicated good correlation between: retino•copic findi~~g1 of lcyperopia, 
•-tropia, and ~pia IUid Ortho-Bater visual findi~~ga, but alight 
relation•hip with Ortho-Bater phoria readi~~gs, 
1Ibid. • p :373 
2Ibid. , p :374 
:3:rephart, Newell c. ,an4.1:1:~a, Alfred,H., 'PrelWnar;v 
Stu47 of .a !Nrve;v of Vi1ual · Sll::f.ll1 amo~~g School Children. Cplor•Aq 
Optometrist 7112 (October, 1949) 
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4. !'rgfesdonal Screenin& Methods 
With the increasing interest of optometrists and ophthalmologists 
in acllool vision, the use of the retinoscope and ophthalmoscope has 
become increasingly coiiiiDOn 1.11 the screening situation. At least one kH 
has been devised especially for this use b;r optometrista, 'llh:!le 
variations in technique, with or withtmt screening instruments prerlousl;r 
described, have made possible more thorough surve;rs, without prohibUi'f9 
increase in time required. 
Loa AMelea Count% Optometric Association Skills Testl.-Deaignad 
especially tor use by optometrists, this includes in a BlDall 1 compact 
kit, such slides, lenses, and prisms as are needed for screening purposes. 
Slides are available for use with either the American Optical, the .Bausch 
and Lomb, or the ordinar;r o3Smm proJector. The record form. provides a 
scale for aQJuatfn& the distance of the proJector f~m the acreen. 
Visual acu.ity is measured with or withoy.t glasses according to the 
pupU1 a U.B\\8.1 J.ll"actice, Both distance and near tests are made of visual. 
e.C\'xlty, ft!;!.on, supp!'eeeion, and lateral phoriaso Vertical phoria&, 
depth perception, and subjective estimate of iUuminaUon are measured 
at di.etanoe; range of near 'rl.aion, fields, versions and :rotations, 
near poi.nt ~X~nvergei!ce, and color perception, at near. Statie~ ret:!.noe-
C!.Ipy, with +l.OOD, "'2oOOD, IIZIC. "'2.,5oD lenses, provides a fairl;r accurate 
1Goodlav, Dr. Edward. I. •A Procedure :for OptQmetric Surve;re in 
Industry, Schools, and Other Groups• Optical J;~u;rr•l apt! Revi!!lf ot 
Ootometl'Y 88:10 (Ma;r 1.5, 19.51), 29-3'7· · 
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esUmate of refractive status, and ophthalmoscopy determines the 
presence or absence of pathology. 
The !e,port form is so arranged as to form an easily read profile, 
from which the optometrist can Judge, in view of individual s:vmptoms 
and needs, whether referral for complete visual atudy is needed, 
Goodla~ states that with one kit, and a retinoscope and ophthal-
moacope, three optometrists can survey from 1.5-20 pupils per hour. A 
brief case histor7 is taken by a lay helper. 
'The Brookfield Sntem• • ...;.Thia system~ worked out by 01 Shea2 for 
uae by one optometriat (himself) in a group of comparatively small 
towns, has been recommended by the Collllllittee on Visual Problems in 
Schools, of the .American Optometric Aesociation:3, as the best choice for 
surve;vill8 the vision of achool children-short of a complete visual case 
study of each child by an optometriat. 
A mimeographed check: list givea teachers opportunity to furnish 
information as to the pupil' s in telligance, readiJ18 ability, general 
schllol achievement, behavior, and health. Superior high school pupils 
served as recorders and assietants. !be usual visual acuity tests, 
2o•Shea, John B., 1 The Brookfield System• Journ!!l of the AmeriCM 
0ptolll8tric .Aaaociation 1815 (December, 1946) 
~erl, Marguerite, ( Chail'III8Zl) 1Beport of the Colllllli ttee on Visual 
Problems in Schoole1 Jevnpl of the M&irl!!.!! Optometric Al!aociat\on 
20:2 (September, 194bJ, 4'+, 126. 
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with and without plU8 spheres, phoria testa, teats for fusion and stereop-
sis, were supplemented b7 several testa not usuall7 included in a screening 
program. All pupils received the distance acuity teste and static retinos-
COP7• :Beyond that point, failure on ~ teat led to omission of later 
tests, and automatic recommendation of professional care, 
No arbitr&r)" standard was set for passing &n7 test, however, but 
small defects appraised in view of the relationehip between achievement 
and capacit)"-if this was low, even slight defects led to referral. 
Similarly, the ophthalmoscope was used when retinoscopy failed to 
explain lack: of visual acui iy. Some were failed because visual training 
seemed desirable, but with the relhation that final decision must rest 
with the professional man conaulj;ed. Several addi t1onal tests were made 
when indicated. Some 2of, of the 1160 pupils tested were given tbe 
Oph thal 1110graph e)"e-movemen t recording. 
:Besides "Passing• and "l'ailure• a rating of U:Sarel7 Passing1 was 
used. This was to imply that while vision was for the present adequate. 
to the student's needs, professional care might be needed in t.ile near 
' fu'W.re. Rechecks were made on doubtful cases, 
As compared with eomplete office examinations, the survey required 
about on&-third as llllch time. 
The accompan)"ing ;able (Table I) gives a schematic view Of visual 
factors measured by each of these tests or B711tems, Conspicuous is the 
trend toward more and more complete tests as the professional eye man 
comes IIIQre directl;r into the school screening situation. It must be 
remembered, too, that each test is subJect to repeated revision and 
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additions in the interest of accuraa,y and completeness. 
References indicated on the chart are listed below: 
!I 
Jlberl, Marguerite Thoma, 
Vision" Journal of the !mer 
(October, 19118 , 182.-189. 
"EI 
s;/ Spache , George , op. cit. 
gJ 
•Outline of S~ of School Children's 
tometric Association 2013 
:Bryan, Wendell E., "Colorado School Survey Beport• Journal of' 
the ~rican Optometric Association 20:11 (June, 1949), 72£>.7 
1Sigh1;-Screener Be cord J'orm" Southbridge, Mass., AOCo., 1946 
u 
0' Shea, John :B., "'fhe :Brook:t'ield System" Journal of the American 
Optometric Association 18:.5 (December, 1946) 
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' 
I Profess ionall7 J I 
Given ~7 School Authorities rvi"d Technici tometriats 
a 
Visual Eamee - ~inocular Betta Or tho- Sight~ Loa ~rookfield 
I Factor B.ye a Beading 
Beady Bater , Screener Angeles S7•t•• 
I Measured Test Teat to read Skills 
I Visual Teat 
s&P 
1 
Vitlual Acuity 
at 20 :f't. Snellen v 20/208(30 BRL B .R L v :BRL 
at 14-16• .AMA v :BRL BRL v BRL 
Plus Sphere +1.50 20/20&:)0 :BRL 
Astigmatism chart retinoscope 
Phoria 
Vertical, far v v balance v v v v 
near v v 
Lateral, far v v balance v v v v 
near v v v v v 
Simultaneo~e vision v v v 
Fusioz 
Far v v v v 
Near v v v 
Suppression B./ 
Far v v v v 
Near v v v v 
Stereopsis 
Far v v v v v 
Near v v ; 
Eye Dominance v v v 
"Visual Efficiency" 
Binocular v 
Right Eye v 
Left Eye v o;l ..... ·!'It· "' 
t 
Range of near vision v 
Accommodation v 
Convergence near point v v 
Fixation ability v 
Freedom of eye movements d v 
Versions, rotations v 
Fields v 
Color perception v v v v 
' OphthalmoscoTJy v s needed 
Retinoscopy , 
Static - v v 
Dynamic.. v 
. .;... 
Table I Screening Method• 1n use 
s. School Vision Surveys 
:Recommendations uf the A0A Commj.ttee.-Important work on the 
problem of school v~sion has been done by the Committee on Visual 
Problems in Schools, of the American Optometric Association. In a l9l!S 
reportl the7 recommended as to teats and referrals: 
l. 'ale ideal situation is a compleioe visual case s~ of each 
child b7 an optometrist, either in h:l.s own office, or in a completel7 
equipped school office. 
2. 'ale next choice is a thorough survey by an optometrist--such 
as the :Brookfield S7stem of O'Shea. 
3· Fa:Uing these, :Betts' D:B Visual Skills Tests, Los Angeles 
Count7 Optometric Association skills batter7, or Many similar series 
of tests,• au;pplemented b7 static retinoscop7, ophthalmoscop7, and as 
~ more tests as possible. 
4. It tests must be administered by school authorities rather 
than optometrists, they should be under the supervision of reading or 
remedial reading teachers , rather than the health department. 
5. In addition to any referred on the basis of visual testa, all 
children not achie":ing up to capacity should be referred for complete 
visual case s~. ('ale following report adds all cehildren tailing or 
near failing in school to those to be referred.) 
1 Eberl, Marguerite, "op.cit, 
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In 1949!-, ·the committee added 't9 the lis1 of recommended referrals 
all children :l.n the lower 251> of their class, also behavior problem 
cases. To the l:!.s1 of tests mentioned were added the Eames E:ye Test and 
the Massachusetts Vision Test. 
In their 1950 Forum2 the per cent recommended !or referral was 
:l.ncreaasd to the lower ?/Jf.. Particular screening procedures were 
•nei ther condl>nad, endorasd, or reject·ad. • Complete optometric case 
s~y was recommended. 
Also :l.n 1948:3, the Committee presented an ouU:I.ne of Study of 
School Children's Vision, under eight main headings. Pertinent llo this 
secUon is their lis t!ng of sui table tests !or school use, w:l. th in!orma.-
tion on points covered by each. For optemetrists, a form !or complete 
visual case s~~ is given, also for a report to the school. 
The Peoria Visppl ScreeniDg Jlrojoct;t • .:...Tld.a proJect covered all the 
grade pupils of the city of Jleorie-12,667 children from grades one 
tbrough eight. 
1Ebe:rl, Marguerite :L'.b.oma, Chairman, •Caring fox- the School Child's 
Vieion-I• Southern Optometrist 2111 (July, 1949) ,2:3-26. 
2Jander, :Bernard c., 1Jo= on Visual Problems of SchQol ChildrenM 
(Auspices .10A CommUtes on Visual Problems :l.n the Schools) Jom.U of 
the American Optometric AssGciation 21111 (June, 1950), 6:3:3, 6)4-. 
3Eberl, Marguerite Thoma, ChairDon ,'Outline of Study of School 
Children's Vision• Joprpel of the American Optometric Association 
201:3 (October,. 1948), 182-189. 
llpoiiter, J .A., and Turner, c.s., •The Peoria Visual Screening 
Jill:'Oject• ~ourn!!.l ot the A.mer:l.can Ootometric .A.asociation 21110 
(~. 1950 '566-9 
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Planned by a joint comm~ ttee of ophtbB.lmol.ugistn Brld optometrists, 
presen~ed by the executive secre~7 of the Illinois Society for the 
Prevention of :Sl1ndnese at ~he invi taUon of the president of Bradle~· 
Univers1 ty, and earried ou1; under the superv!.don of a co!lllllHtee of 
seven, representing the interested gt•ctupe (the fg·o;.;r aoo~·e-mentioued 
pl~ public and parochial school heads and city health department), the 
actual survey was inHiated in the fall of 1948. 
The Massachusetts Vision Test was selected as the screening instru-
ment. Oaret'v.lly selected students in education at Bradley Univerd ty 
were thoroughly trained as technicians , super'rl. sed, and given Wli varsity 
credit for 'theii· work. Testing room setup, schedn1 es, and report forms 
were care:t'ul.ly planned to avo!Q. locs of time or distraction by other 
testees, Oases having had. professional care wHhi.n the yee..-r were not 
examined, The usual Massacbusetts Vision Test levels for failure 
obtained, and one failure l"ll.led the child out from further testing, 
Referral cards sent to parents for failing cases provided space for 
parental permission for the doctor seen ~o report diagnosis to the 
school. 
Besults s:OOwed: 25'/> of grade one, SJ.J% of grade eight, had 
visual p:roblel!lB; of these, 6.6'/> of grade one, over .38% of grade eight, 
had had professio.u.al attention during the past year, Of those below 
minimum standard who sought professional care, 54.7% were given 
glasses: 1.6% medical refer; 9.7% orthopUc training; 18% n<l treatment 
at present; lJ% n~> treatment llQr reasctn, Comments on the study included: 
an advisory colllllli ttee representing interested groups was essent:!al to its 
success; University cooperation was helpful both to the project and to 
the student technician for his futul•e. wrk; follow-up by the pubU c 
health nurse was recommended. This last suggestion seems especially 
important in view of the low percent of referrals (20.7,1:\) reporting 
professional care. As professional men volu:o·~eered theil' s"'rvices 
where fees could not be afforded, and. Del r.a :Seta Phi sororl ty had 
agreed to furnish eye glasses whE-re needed., follow-up cho·.lld. recul t in 
greater use of the findings of the sl.l.'r'V'9y. 
The ::Srook:rield Surver.--This survey wa.s ma.de in 1945 in the schools 
of four Blllall tows in central Massachusetts. Financed by the local 
Lionn Club, after presentation of the need by the School Superintendent, 
thE> actual s\U"Vey was Ca:!:'ried out by O'Shea1 , a near-by optometrist. 
Survey methods have been described under "The :Brookfield System." 
1150 pupils of grades l-12 were surveyed. Of these, 37% passed 
easily, 37% failed, and 2fl/, rated "barely passing" or likely to need 
professional attention before long. 
Interesting is the absence of an arbitrary· standard for passing 
any test, 'bu.t appraisal of each in view of the relationshi.p between 
aohievell!Eint and capacity. The omission of further test<J, once failw:e 
was definite, and the addition of special testa where resul ta were 
doubtfUl, were other feaw~·ea of the atuay, as was the use of the 
Ophthalmogra,ph w1 th about 20:' of the cues. Rechecks were also made 
on doubtfUl cases. 
1o• Shea, John :e., •School Vision Surve " Journal of the .American 
Optomet:ric Association 21:7 (l'ebrue.ry, 1950f, :36tig;:!'"'iig::;_ =::....:::=-=~=== 
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Sta.M.eHeal a1m.di.es basec"i. on t;h"1"' su.-rvey we:re made by Leveret~)- ," ,:; . 
gi:t'ls, 10.2',£ of tlle boys) we:re found tg have worn co:rrect:!.ons at some time, 
The pe:r cent ros<e steadily from Et€e group to age group of the g:il'ls (8.3:11 
a'\ age<~ 5-8, to J2.J% at agee 1.5-19), For the boys the trend. was less 
consistent, rls1.:ag f:r.om a J.ow of 2.2% between f1ve and eight to 15.3:11 
between twelve and fo~teen. Above age :fifteen, the per cent dropped 
again ·to 10.9:11. Whether this drop x·eflected a lower demand on the boys 
for near point wrk, fewer complaints and therefore fewer visual e:xamina.-
tiona f.or the boys, or a disinclination of boys of this age group to 
wear glasses, or whether :!. t was due to some chance difference :!.n tlle 
population (as, for example, mrs drop--outs liiiiOng the boys with poorer 
v:!.si•Jn as legal age l:l.mH was reached) cannot be determined from the 
survey. As there appeared to be no significant sex differences in 
visual skills, it seemed that attention should be given to the ten.dency 
for vel'y yo·.-mg boye and those in the high school group to receive less 
visual cmoe than the gh•ls of' the aame ages. 
Intel'sstill€, too, was the f'a:!.1u:re of 4J.5:11 of those who had had 
CQ:t'rections at eome time as compared with 33.8:11 of those having had no 
1:t.eve:.-et~. HcJJ.liB M,, "The :Brookfield Survey Data• I Introduction • 
.:TOJ1%'na.l of the American Optometric Association 21:9 (Apl'11, 1950), 492-4. 
2Ibi\\. II "The Wl!lal'ing of Corrections• Journal of' the .American 
Optometric Association 21:10 (Kay, 1950), 549-.552, 554 
::!bid.~ III •Visual Acuity at twenty feet. • Jou:rpaJ of tl:l!! 
AmerielL.9PWmetrle> Association 2216 (January, 19.51), 342-8 
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correction. Among the suggested explanations are: the need for cha.nge 
in corrections due to changes in current visual needs; the possible need 
for visual training as well as glassee; ~ +Jle possibility of visual 
defects whi~h are not adequately correctable. No mention is made of the 
number no longer wearing their corrections. 
Study of the visual acuity showed 20/20 vis:l.on in 70d/. of the eyes, 
and in the binocu.lar vision of 84% of the pupUe. Binocular acuity was 
often better than monocular, possibly beca:u.ee w.l. th one good and one poor 
eye, binocular visual acuity approaches that of the better eye; also many 
did better with both than with either alone (see also Spachel on binocular 
and monocular reading). 20/20 vision also increased from the five-year 
age group to the ninE-year group, whether because of physiological 
cha.uges or increased mental maturity. 
Comparison w1 th results on the Snellen chart alone shows 42 pas sin& 
the entire test, while failing the Snellen alone. On the other hand, 
215 who passed the Snellen test, failed on aome other phase of the 
survey. This represents a total of 26d/. differently classified than by 
the Snellen, presumably more accurately so because of the elemen'.; of 
professional judgment and the more tho~~h examination. 
1 Spache, George op. cit. 
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Colorado School Surveya1,-The Vision Survey Committee of the 
Colorado Optometric Society, with the cooperation of the Vision Institute 
of Pllrdue University, has set up a plan :tor school vision surveys through-
out the state. In each community, agreement is made with the local PTA to 
conduct the survey for the number of years equal to the number o:t grades 
in the school. Local optometrists on the Survey Committee donate their 
time, supervising the program and dging the retinoscopy and ophthal-
moecopy, also external e:llllllination. School nurses or PTA members are 
trained to give the screening teats (Ortho-Rater). Suitable cards 
bearing the findings are statistically rated at Purdue; reports and 
notices are sent to school and parents, Refractionist& chosen by the 
parents sign and return the notices when giving visual care. The 
Vision Survey Committee checks to determine how many of the referred 
children receive visual care. 
Statistical study by the Vision Institute is expected to lead to 
the establishment of visual standards for school children, also to offer 
a comparison between children's and adult vision performance, 
Statistics on 108 boys surveyed in a state training school showed 44 
in need of glasses, 30 in need of visual training, and "very definite 
correlation between visual curve and delinquency CUI~~statistics not 
given, Needed glasses were supplied by the Colorado Uptometric 
Association. 
1Br;van, lie'ldell l!l,, •Colorado School Survey Report• Jovrn!!!.l of the 
Am!rican Optometric ABSociat1on 20111 (June, 1949), 726-7. 
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Of 2014 public school children, 5)2 were f<mud in Med of refraction, 
87 with deficient fusiotJ., 11 with vert.ical imbalance, 41 w1 th latel'al 
imbalance, 17 faHin,z on deptb-perce;tion, 14 wHh strabisll!l.ls, and 88 with 
external-eye condition. 
:Retinoscopio findings are quoted on a l'liiCh smaller number of pupils, 
and are essentially those of Kephart and Exton.1 
Kansas School Surven2.-Throngh the interest a.'ld desire of Kar.sas 
optometrists to modernize the visual tests in Kansas schools, the Public 
Health Department of the Kansas Optometric Association came into existence. 
After some prel,minary sarveys, in 1941 bulletins were sent to school 
superintendents and principalo describing the services offeled. 
St!IZ'Ung wHh 5500 students in 2:3 Kansas schools in the spring of 
1942, and g.ruwing unt:l.l in the fall of 1949, 10,000 ch'IJ.d::-en were 
screened, a total uf 200,000 pupils in 150 sJ·stems and. schools, !rom 
kindergarten through high school, were teated. Readin& speed and co~ 
prehension, I~, and general physical data were furnished 1.n advance by 
eac.h school. Eight teleblnocular skills were tested by senior high 
sch~ol girls and mothers after special tl':a.bing and under the supervision 
of local optouetrists. The optometrists made ophthalmoscopic and retinos-
copic tests. Consolidation or groups made possible the screening of 700 
pup1le a day, usillg 20 telebinoculars, with one optometrist supervising, 
and five optometrists malting retinoscopic and ophthalmoscopi.c tests. 
~epha:rt and Exton op.cit, 
, 2:aust, J .c., •Kansas Pionears Visual School Surveys" Journal of , 
the American 2:!.!.tom~_tric Association 2215 (December, 1950), 27&:9 
There is further demand :tor this service, but inadequate :tunda, 
altho\l€h some schools, l'TA1 a, and individuals assume part of the coat, 
and civic groups help to ~ :tor needed care. 
Results show an undue proportion of visual problems in some 
localities, probably because of general health or lighting. In general, 
from 25% to 29% :tailed on each o:t the following tests: visual efficiency, 
both :tar and near; :tusion, both far and near; Snellen VA; and retinoscopy, 
both :tar and near. 2~ sbowed ina.dt~quate stereopsis, 12% lateral 
imbalance at near, and 6f, lateral imbalance at far point. Except for 
5% failure on color perception, few other failures were noted. 
Prep Sqhool Sgyen.-Three surveys conducted in di:t:terent years in 
the same private scbool :tor bo;ra by the same ophthalmologist are inter-
eating becaaae of comparative results at different dates, as well as 
because of the select population. The boys ranged in age :trom 13 to 19. 
The instrument used was a modification of the Massachusetts Vision Test 
which gives quantitative as well as qualitative results. 
As summarized by Sloane and Gallagherl: 
20/20 binoculBJ: vision witbout glasses dropped ao'f, to 76.5%. to 72.0% 
Failure on the plus lena test 
(only ~ae wi~ut glasses) 
Hyperphoria of 1 or more 
Esophoria, 6~ or more, .at diaMace 
at near 
Exophoria, 4 ~> or more, at distance 
8 A or more, at near 
10~ 6.9% 
z.s 1.5 
5·7 . 3·1 
2 .• 7 :2.5 
not given 
" n 
1.7% 
1.7 
1.2 
·!I 
3·2 
1.5 
"The Vision of 
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lsloane, Albert E., and Gallagher, J. Roswell, 
Adolescent Bo;ra 1 American Journal of Ophthalmology 
1746-1750 
33:11 (November, 1950), 
lfey the percent of failure should have dropped so consistently on 
phorias and so surprisingly on the plus lens test, while 20/20 vision 
became less common, is not explained or discussed. 
The effect of the choice of a passing level is brought out by a 
comparison of per cent who would be referred at each of these levels: 
at 20/JO in both eyes or less in one 21% 
at less than 20/25 in both 26% 
at lees than 20/25 in one Jo% 
Lower levels--even as low as 20/40--may be satisfactory failure 
levels in the usual screening setup, in the opinion of the authoro, 
because of the tendency to lower VA ratings under conditions of poorer 
chart conditions, press of time, etc. 
While no correction was given by the eye specialist for some of 
the cases referred 1 this was attributed to adequate compensation on 
the part of the subJect, not to inaccuracies in the screeni~an 
interesting comment on the charge of ove:t'-referral. 
In general, pupils referred on the basis of symptoms only were lees 
often found in need of treatment than those referred on the basis of the 
screening tests. 
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urvey :Brookfield Peoria - -----uOioriUfo ____ -- ·Kansas ' --~----private Prep 
1945 1948 1949 (9-12 yrsJ 1950 School 
< 1 > ( 2) -u T3I -- < 4 > < 5 ) < 6 > 
Sponsored Lions Club Ill. S.P.:B.. Visual Survey · Pu.bl ic Health School 
by School Dept• Comm. COA Dept. K.O.A. 
Conducted 
by 
Assisted 
by 
Financed 
by 
Glasses 
by 
Instrument 
Population 
Number 
Ages 
Grades 
Failure 
Standard 
Results 
Reports 
School 
Parents 
Previous 
eye care 
VA 
cf Snellen 
Follow-up 
0 1Shea 
(optometrist) 
Teacher's check 
H.S. pupils 
Lions Club 
Brookfield 
System 
All pupils 
4 small towns 
1160 
5-19 
1-12 
Advisory 
Committee 
Student 
technicians 
:Bradley Univ. 
instruments 
technicians 
Prof. men 
Delta :Beta Phi 
Mass. Vision 
All Peoria 
public and 
parochial 
12667 
1-8 
:Below 20/30 
Plus, lens 20/20 
D eso 4, exo 6 
N eso 6~ exo 8 
Low ratio 
achievement-
ca-pacity- and 
any defect 
Passing, 37f,_ 
:Barely", 26~ 
Failure, 37~ 
or Hyper- 1 1/4 
v 
Bare pass 
care in near 
future 
13.6% 
(1?.6~ girls) 
(10.~ boy-s ) 
With visual 
problems, 30% 
Below minimum 
standard, 17.57% 
Master sheet 
each grade 
Below minimum 
standard 
15% within year 
(6.6% grade 1) 
(38.34% " 8) 
had had ~asses 
20/20 7~ of eyes 84% binocular 
increased 5-9 yr. 
failed 215 passing S 
passed 42 failing S 
(26% differently 
classified) glasses, 54.7% 
orthoptioe; 9~7% 
medicil .1. .5/V 
no treatment 18~~ 
over-referral 13,cr 
Local optometrist 
School nurse or 
PTA ·member 
Time donated 
Purdue Univ. 
Colo Opt Assoc 
Ortho-Jlater 
Retinoscope, oph thalmo -
Public · Industrial 
School School 
2014 
1-12 
Orthc-Rater 
standards 
108 
Local optome-
trist 
teacher check-sheet 
H.S. seniors or mothers 
KOA, volunteer O.D. 
schools, civic groups 
iRetino-, ophthalmoscope Snellen Telebinocular I Kan. schools, 1.50 systems 
~00, 000 to date 
3342 reported 
I- 12 
Failed 
Snellen, 26% 
Retino-, 26% 
fusion, far, 25% 
31% failed 41% need glass~s 
28% need orthoptics 
v~ efficiency. 29% 
Stereopsis,_ 2of, 
Lateral imbalance, 12% 
Fusion, near, 2~ 
V .A. Near: R. 2~ 
v 
v 
v 
v 
L. 29% 
School 
Ophthalmologist 
Modified Mass. 
Vision 
Private boys 1 
School 
1122 h 797 • 715 1)-1:1 yr. 
JD4.41 3.1! 5.?A 
lN2.(T, 2 • .5, 2.~ 
v 
v 
26% failed 41% failed 26'/>-29% failed 20/20 ?2% ?6.5~ 80.1% 
principal 30-lOO% 
notes gain in 
scholastic studies 
gains 
CHAPTER IV 
HELP FOR THE CHILD WITH VISUAL PROBLJIMS 
In general, relief from vieual problems is eought throU&h two 
routes--glasses to correct refractive errors or aniseikonia, and to 
relieve some squints and pboriae--and vieual training to improve 
tueion, overcome suppreesions, relieve phorias and convergence insuffi-
ciencies, or to improve the perceptual span and speed. Recognition of 
other contributing factors muet also play lts part, even in visual 
correction. 
Morrison1 , an optometrist with his own visual clinic, gives for the 
1~ a desription of visual defects, their treatment with glasses and 
exercises, and the influence on reading. No research is indicated, 
Glasses.--A study byEamee2 indicates that in 100 cases tested with 
and without glasses, the maJority showed increased speed of perception 
when wearing the correction, The greater the refractive error corrected, 
the greater the increase in speed. Cases of low myopia were occasionally 
retarded in reading by glasses; of hY,peropia, seldom. Word recognition 
showed greater improvement than object recognition. 
~rrison, D.E., •Visual 
College Reading Conference 1:3 
Skills and Visual Training• 
(1948). 55-74. 
C1a.remont 
2Eames, Thomas H., 1The Effect of Glasses for the Correction of 
Hypermetropia and Myopia on the Speed of Visual Perception of Objects 
and Words• The Joyp!!,] of Educationpl Research 42:7 (March, 1949), 
5;34-40. 
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Xe~~t1 reports a study of 52 boys in the Colorado State 
Industrial School, all showing need of visual correction, These lads 
were paired for IQ and grade placement; 25 forming the experimental 
group were given corrective lenses; 27 controls were not visually 
corrected, 
Environment of both groups out of school, as well as in, was 
conti·olled, 
Four months later the two groups were again compared. The 
group with the corrective lenses showed a mean gain in grade placement 
of 1,21, the controls, only .62. 
It was concluded that correction of visual difficulties leade to 
more rapid progrese in school achievement. 
This comparee with the report of Krous2 (Seep. 10) that visual 
care fo:r 14 poor readers helped bring their reading gain up almost to 
normal from a two-thirds normal rate before treatment. 
Park) stated that while some cases require refractive corrections, 
glasses should not be empirically prescribed, Crisp4 (no,.expe:r.!mental) 
1Kephant, Newell C., "Visual Corrections and Scho~l Achievement• 
Amer~ can J?urna~ of Optometry and Archives American Academy of 
~me~ 28:8 (August, 1951), 421-42). 
2Krous, George T., "Visual Analysis Investigations as Part of a 
Reading Program" Claremont College Reading Conference 12 (1947), 66-71. 
JPark, George E,, 8Reading Difficulty (Dyslexia) f:r.om the Ophthal-
mic Point of View• AmeriM.n Journal of Ophtaalm~ Jl:l (January, 
1948). 28-)4. 
4crisp, W,H,, •The Psycholo~ of the Poor Reader• Americft8 
!!,;lurnal of Ophthn.J molog:y JJ: 2 (February, 1950), 2:3.5-42, 
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also felt that refractiv11 errors probably played a small part in the 
poor reader's problem, but should not be overlooked, Parldns1 pointed 
out that correction of refractive errors WQ" improve concentration, and 
therefore schoolwork, if not reading rate. :Sannon2 , too, suggests 
that small refractive errore and muscle-imbalances may provide just 
enough handicap to diacourage the person with little interest and skill. 
Orth9ptic Trai!rl.ng...-While cautious as to prescribing glasses, 
Park3 recommended orthoptic treatment in 52.'1> of 133 cases of reading 
difficulty. 15~ were also given training to improve eye movement habits 
and span of recognition. 
Sloane and othera4 reported on the effect of a simple group train-
ing method u;pon J110pia and visual acuity. No significant changes in 
refraction were found. This 1s in accordance w1 th the general feeling 
that visual training, may help correct binocular incoordination, but 
not visual acuity. :sannez? warned against the belief that orthoptic 
training can correct ambl;vopia or refractive error, or even an actual 
1 . . 
Parkins, George A~ , 1Visual J'a.nctioning While Reading" Ameriw 
Journal Gf 9Dtometrr ,,il Ar9hives of the .American Acad,emz of 0pt.o!!l!!trl 
22:9 (September, 1945 , 4~432. 
2:sannen, Robert I., 1 The Role of the Eye Specialist in Cases of 
Reading Difficulties• The Sight-Saving Review 20:4 (Winter, 1950). 
· ":31'ark, George E. , Op. cit. 
4s1oane, A.J:., Dwlphy, :m.:s., Emmons, W. v., and Gallagher, J .R., 
1:Biffect of a Simple Ch-oup Training Method upon Myopia and Visual Acui tr• 
Rnee,rch g.mrterll 19:2 (May, 1948), 111-117. 
5Bannon, .Robert E., •comments on Orthoptics" .American Jouz:nN 
of 0ptometn: tn3 Arehiyes .American Aca.dem:v of 0ptometr:y 23:11 
(November, 1946 , 48;3-497 
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anomal:y in binocu.lar turning of the e;yea. What it doea accomplish is 
to train ths individual to use his e;yes more efficientl:y in spite of 
his handicap. 
1 2 . Both Park:1ne and Peters· , reporting results of orthoptic training, 
indicated that motivation YaB most important, Peters, working w1 th 
college freshmen of low scholastic and reading abili t:y, divided into 
three groups according to relative abilit:y1 found orthoptic training 
te be accompanied by significant increase in rate and comprehension 
b:y both better and poorer readers. ~ee with I~ in excese of reading 
ab1li ty gained most in reading; those w1 th I~ lower than reading 
ab1li ty improved in vie1on, but not in reading, 
Park:1ne 1 study dealt with 2100 students of grades five throu,gh 
college, in groups paired by results of educational test batteries. 
Like Petere, he found that intereet and echolastic aptitude made for 
greater gains in reading rate under visual training. He also states 
that correction of refractive errore improved concentration, therefore 
aiding school progress if not reading rate, 
Armiatead and Dannenbure;3 reported on viaual gains of 26 pupils 
1 Park1ne, George A. op. c1 t. 
2peters, Henry B,, 1!fhe Influence of .Orthoptic Training on 
Reading Ab1lity1 Amerfr.~~p Jownel ef Ootometr:r and Archives of ths 
Ag•qemz of ~ttmet£:v 1913 (March, 1942), 9.5-111, and 19:4 
(April, 1942 , 152.176. 
3Armistead, J, Davis, and Dannenburg, 0, Doyle, "Visual Performance 
Asetciated with Reading Problems• Optpmetric Week!Y 39124 
(June 10, 19118), 78~8. 
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receiving visual training from September to January, Significant gains 
were noted in accommodative rock, fuaion at near, visual acuity at 
near, and span of recognition. A. gain of 10<>.108 words per minute in 
reading rate was indicated, 
Hainesl cites the case of a High School senior 1 a retarded reader, 
for whom orthoptic training revealed an unepectsd muscle imbalance, 
the c~rrection of which improved both vision and reading. 
Josun2 also reports the case of one lad 1 a reading failure at 
twelve, a aucce88:tul advanced student after adequate visual care and 
training. 
T!.chistpecopic Train2.M•-Tachistoecopic training aims at 
increasing the speed and span of recognition, while preventing regres-
Bions. Devices for this purpose range from simple cards for exposing 
or covering material to be read 1 to mechanically driven instruments 
with adJustable speed controls, 
Several workers have reported favorably on this type of training. 
Renshaw' reported increase of speed and comprehension in silent reading 
l 
Hainee 1 Howard 11'., "Orthoptic Training in Convergence Deficiency 
uncovers Latent Vertical Imbalanc-a Case_Report• 4merigan Journ!!.l tf Ontometrf tpd ArgMves of' AmeriMp Ac.Mmpy of Optometu 27:7 
July, 1950 ' 357-60. 
2Joelin 1 l!l,S., •Review of Research on Visual MadadJustme:nts as a 
Cause of Reading Disability• Colpmbia Onto.,triat 23152 
(December, 1949), and 24153 (.ll'ebruary, 1950 • 
~ensbaw, Semuel, "The Visual Perception and Reproduction of Forme 
by Tachistoscopic Methode• Jovrp•l of Psychology 20:2 (October, 1945), 
217-32. 
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b;y adults as the result of tachistoscopic training. MacLatch;r1 reported 
much better than average gain b;y first- and second-graders with similar 
training. Melcer and :Brown2 aleo found much improvement with first-
graders when using tachistoscopic methods. McQwarrie3 also recommended 
tachistoscopic and retillal rivalr;y training, without giving evidence 
to back up his view-point. Sutherland4 found results inconclusive as 
to efficienc;r of training. Rapid initial gain dropped off, possibl;y 
for lack of motivation. Westover's findings have been discussed under 
e;ye movements. (P. 20) 
Imus, Rothne;y, and :BearS, working with college men, 127 with seeing 
problems and 383 controls, combined tachistoscopic training with 
practice to improve comprehension. !heir findings showed: 
~cl.atch;y, Josephine, 1:BB%l.e;y Beading Stud;y• Educatiopal 
Research :Bulletin. Ohio State Unherait:r 2.5:7 (September, 1946), 
141-68. 
2xelcer, Fannie Helen, ·and :Brown, Barbara G., •Tachistoscopic 
Training in the First Grade•. !h& Optometric Weekl:r 36:49 
(December 6, 194.5), 12-17-19. 
3xcQuarrie, Ohas. W., and Hanson, :Bernard I., 1Vision Training: 
An Aid to Better Seeing• Oloremnpt Qollege Rea4ipg Oopterence 12 
(1947). 80...84-82. 
4sutherland, Jean, 1 The Relationship Between Perceptual Span and 
Rate of Reading• Jouryl of Jllducatiopel Ps;ych9log;r 37: .5 
(September, 1946), 373-80. 
Stmus, H.A., Rothne;r, J.W.M., and Bear, R.M., 'The Dartmouth 
Remedial Reading Problem• Mg:lcap Jownel of Ontometr:y fP'' Archives 
American Academy of Optomet17 20:8 (.&.ugo.st, 1943), 269-293 
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!rhe group receivin& trainin& increaaed comprehension, rate scores, 
and words per minute faster than the controls. 
In comprehension, those with low initial scores gained more than 
those startin& with higher scores; those of lower IQ. faater than those 
with high IQ.; visual defect made no significant difference. 
In readin& rate, those with low initial rate gained more than 
those startin& with a high rate; tllose with higher IQ. faster than 
those with lower; and those with no visual defects faster than those 
with visual defects. 
As in the caae of orthoptic training, motivation as well as 
scholastic aptitudes waa an important factor. 
l!!erl:y Recognition.-Bond and Yagner1 point out that it is futile 
and may be harmfUl to try to teach a child to read before he is ready. 
Reading readiness includes adequate visual skills, aa well as satisfac-
tory hearin& and general health, and appropriate speech patterns. 
Eber12 recommends that lacks in visual skills be discovered in 
senior kindergarten, before reading instruction h started. 
:Sing3 also points out the importance of locating and providing 
1 :Bond, ~ L., and Wegner, Eva Bond, Teaching the Child to Read. 
New York: MacKillan, 1950. Chapter V 
2Eberl, Anita, 1 Visual Difficulties as Related to Scholastic 
Achievement• fee SoutMjn Optpetriat 3:1,2 
(September-October, 1948 • 
3Bing, Lois :e., •A Critical Anal711i1 of the Literature on Certain 
Visual Functions Which Seem to be Related to Reading Achievement• 
Journal of the .Aaerican Ootouttic Asaociation 22:8 (March, 1951), 
4511-463. 
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for those children of school age who are still visually too immature 
for reading. 
Park1 likewise stresses the importance of early recognition of 
visual problems and prompt remedial action. 
Recognition of Factors Other then Visua1.--Reading readiness 
involves not only adequate visual skills, hearing, and speech, but 
also such personal and emotional factors as adaptability to the school 
situation and the group, self-reliance, and well-disciplined behavior.2 
A desire to read and a sufficient background of experience for under-
standing of material to be read are also important, 
Failure to meet these needs before reading instruction is begun, 
or additional needs appearing as the child grows, may have unfortunate 
effects on the child's reading, 
Bannon) pointed out the need for the optometrist to consider 
patient interests and attitudes, and watch for clues indicating need 
of referral to other specialists. 
Eberl4 , too, stresses the need for noting other handicapping 
factors--social, emotional, or teaching method, and gives very full 
1 Park, George E,, Op. cit. 
2Bond, Guy L,, and Wagner, Eva Bond, Op, cit, 
3Bannon, Robert E. 
Reading Difficulties• 
4 Eberl, Anita, Op. 
·~e !!ole of the Eye Specialist in Cases of 
The Sight-Sarlne; Reyiew 20:4 (Winter, 1950). 
cit. 
instructions for case history and visual skills tests recommended. 
Bing1 emphasizes the need for cooperation between all specialists 
interested in the problem. 
Robinson's intensive study of 30 reading failures (seep. 21) 
indicates a number of factors found in addition to the visual. 
Ilg and Davis2 grouped reading problems into four types, each 
with its characteristic visual syndrome and indicated therapy. They 
stress the importance of relieving the child1 s feeling of being "dumb,• 
reducing pressure to achieve, and motivating by use of a variety of 
techniques and reading material appropriate to the individual, while 
retraining motor skills, focussing ability, and ductions. They also 
raise the question of whether too much teaching is done b;r text-book 
methods. 
Rychener and Robinson,3 reporting on'22.5 children referred to an 
ophthalmologist because of reading difficulties, found that while 10~ 
had normal reading habits but convergence insufficienc;r, another 10% 
showed no comprehension, and 3.5~ needed remedial reading classes rather 
than visual care. Orthoptic training was given where needed. A letter 
with instructions for home understanding of and cooperation on the 
lBing, Lois, Op. cit. 
2Ug, Vivian, and Davis, L.F., •Parallel Development in Reading 
and Visual Skills• Optometric Weekll 34123 (July 1.5, :!.943), 67.5-680. 
3Rychener, R.o., 
Ophthalmologist• lT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~yY~~~ (November, December, 
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child's problem, stressed encouragement rather than embarrassement of 
the child, and listed references for further help. 
Recommendations from the AOA.--Beeides recommending complete visual 
case study for all children failing a school screening test, all 
not achieving up to capacity, all in the lower 25% to Jo% of their 
classes, and all behavior problem cases (See Chapter II), members of 
the Committee on Visual Problems in Schools have stated: "the 
distinctive service optometry bas to offer to school children is in 
the field of visual training" and "building of proper visual behavior 
patterns increases reading ability.Nl 
1 Eberl, Marguerite, "Report of the Committee on Visual Problems 
in SchoolsN Journal of the American Optometric Association 20:2 
(September, 1948), 124-126. 
CHAPTER V 
BEDUCING THE VISUAL PRO:BL»!S OF ALL CHILDREN 
While it is obvious that some children are more visually handi-
capped than others, and while relief from these visual handicaps should 
be sought whenever possible, any child ma:r be visually handicapped by 
being required to read unsuitable print on unsatisfactory paper, under 
poor illumination, or even in an undesirable position. What factors 
in text or other material make for readability? What are the causes of 
fatigue? What illumination levels are desirable? Bow can they best be 
achieved? How do class-room decoration and furnishings affect the 
child's visual problems? These are the questions to which an answer is 
sought in this chapter. 
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1. Readability 
In 1945, Dearborn and Leverett1 pointed out that the requirements 
for· satisfactory vision are definitely related to the work to be done. 
What, then, are or should be norms for readability? 
Summaries.--Chall2 and Gray3 presented summaries of research in 
readability. Both indicated that while progress in the analysis of 
readability has been made, there is much work yet to be done. Gray 
emphasized the importance of using the knowledge at hand in creating 
readable materials, rather than wa:l. ting until all the facts are in, 
More recenUy, Lorge4 studied significant factors in readability 
formulas in use, and concluded that they were helpful to objective 
evaluation of written material. In 1949, Burtt5 reviewed methods 
1Dearborn, Walter F. and Leverett, Hollis M., "Visual Defects 
and Reading" Journru of Exoerimental Education lJ:J (March, 1945), 
111-124. 
2Cha11, Jeanne S., 1This Business of Readability" Educatiopal 
Research J3ulletin. Ohio State Un:l.versi t:v, 26:1 
(January 15, 1947), 1-lJ. 
3Gray, Wm. s., •Progress in the Study of Readability" Elementary 
School Journal 47:9 (May, 1947), 491-99. 
4torge, Irving, "Readability Formulae: An Evaluation" Elementary 
English 26:2 (February, 1949), 86-95. 
~urtt, Harold E., •TypographY and Readability• ElementarY 
Englisp Jl:4 (April, 1949), 212-21. 
currently used in determining legibility (eye-movement photographs, 
speed of reading tests, flashing techniques, maximum readability distance 
etc. Blink rate as a criterion he questioned.) He considered the effect 
of type-size, form, and color, printing stock, and illumination, as 
reported by earlier investigators. 
Criteria.--
Blink Rate. ~he use of the blink rate as a criterion of 
readability has been the subject of much dispute. Luck:!.esh, Guth, and 
Eastman1 compared three different blink rate studies, which seemed to 
show that efficiency in reading is significantly reduced during an hour'& 
time-or even a half hour. ~inke~, however, in 1945 found blink rates 
1highly reliable for successive adjacent period of reading•, but not 
when another period intervened. In 19W, on the basis of a comparison 
of reading in lower case va all capitals, he concluded that blink rate !a 
an unsatisfactory criterion of readability, but reading rats a fairly 
1Luck:!.esh, Matthew; Guth, s.x.; and Eastman, A. A., 1Blink-Rate 
and Ease of Seeing• Illuminating Engineering 42:8 (September, 1947), 
5811-88. 
2~inker, Miles A. , 1Reliabili ty of Blinking Frequency Employed 
as a Measure of Readabilityl Journal of Experimental Psychology )514 
(October, 1945), 418-24. 
J~inker, Miles A. , 1Validi ty of l'requency of Blinking as a 
Criterion of Readabilityl Jourpel of Experimental PsYchology )6:2 
(October, 1946), 45)-60. 
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adequate index. In 19481 he found blink rate to indicate that 7 pt 
newsprint is more readable than 12 pt book-print--contrary to all other 
evidence available. This supports his earlier contention that blink 
rate is not a valid criterion. Again in 1950, he reviewed2 the methode 
and results of several experiments, both by himself and by other investi-
gators, which seemed to indicate that while blink rate is a fairly reli-
able measure, it is not valid as a criterion of readability. Bitterman 
~d Solowa,-3, comparing changes in blink rate and heart rate when 
reading with or without distraction by phonograph records, found that 
while heart rate increased, blink rate remained unchanged-thus support-
ing the contention that blink rate is not an indication of readability. 
Speed of Readin,g. O'ain,g speed of readin,g (with tests of com-
prehension at regular intervals) as a criterion, Tinker and Paterson 
found in 19464 that an 18 pica line with 1- to 2- pt leadin,g was most 
readable; 5 that 7- p t newsprint , 12 pica line , 1- pt leading, was more 
1Tinker, Miles A., "Readability of Book Print and Newsprint in 
Terms of Blink Rate• Jourpal of »ducationel PsychologY 39:1 
(January, 1948), 35-39· 
2Tinker, Miles A., 1Reliabili ty and Validity of Involuntary 
Blinkin,g as a Measure of Ease of Seein,g" Journal of Educational 
Psychology 41:7 (November, 1950), 417-27. 
~itterman M. I., and Soloway, E., •The Relation Between Frequency 
of Blinkin,g and Effort Expended in Mental Work1 Journal of Experimental 
Psychology 36:4 (April, 1946), 134-36. 
4Tinker, Miles A. and Paterson, Donald G., 1Et'fect of Line Width 
and Leadin,g on Readability of Newspaper 'r7Pe" Journalism Qwu:terly 
23:3 (September, 1946), 307-09. 
STinker, Miles A. and Paterson, Donald G., 1Readability of Mixed 
Type Forms• Jourpel of Applied Psychology 25:12 (December, 1946), 631-JP. 
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readable than a medley of type. 
Print.--Paterson and Tinker1 found lower case more legible than all 
capitals, when suitable type size was used, whether at 15 inches or at 
17 feet. Another st~ showed book print to be more legible because 
larger and presenting greater brightness contrast than newsprint. In 
1947 they compared3 newsprint in 7- pt. type in a l;i pica line with 
leading varying from none to 9- pt. Both speed of reading and readers' 
judgments indicated that 1- pt. leading was most readable. They also 
reported results of eight studies to determine the effect on preceptual 
span of varying type forms, face, size, arrangement, or color, 
Glanville, Kreezer, and Dallenbach4 compared: 'the accurS'cy and speed w1 th 
which pupils located words in a dictionary when vocabulary was printed 
in 6- pt. vs 12- pt. bold face, the t .. xt being in each case 6- pt. 
roman. The larger type gave greater speed. 
1Paterson, Donald G., and Tinker Miles A., •Readability of 
Newspaper Headlines Printed in Capitals and in Lower Case• Journ&] 
of Applied PsYchology 30:2 (April, 1946), 161-68. 
2Paterson, Donald G., and Tinker Miles A., "The Relative 
Readability of Newsprint and :Book Print• Journal of Applied 
Psychology 30:5 (October, 1946), 454-59. 
3Paterson, Donald G., and Tinker Miles A., "Influence of 
Leading upon Readability of Newspaper Type• Journal of Applied 
PaY9hology 31:2 (April, 1947), 160-63. 
4 Glanville, A. Douglas; Kreezer, George L,; and Dallenbach, 
Karl M,, 1The Effect of Type-Size on Accuracy of Apprehension and 
Speed of Localizing Worda1 4mericap Journal of Psychplogy 49:2 
(April, 1946), 220-35. 
2. Fatigue 
Like readability, fatigue has been measured in terms of retarda-
tion of reading. Hoffman1 found that number of fixations and number of 
'.ines read decreased as early as the first half hour of reading • 
.larmichael and Dearborn2 , using both book and microfilm material, found 
no retardation in six hours of reading, although the subjects did 
suffer a loss of satisfaction. Anderson and MeredithJ, also using both 
book and microfilm, found no evidence of fatigue in either case, al-
though the microfilm was read 1~ more slowly than the book. The dis-
crepancy of the Hoffman study was explained on the basis of inadequate 
motivation. 
Berens and Sells4 •5 reported a study on J7 subjects referred becausP 
1Hoffman, Arthur C., "Eye Movements During Prolonged Reading" 
Journal of Experimental Psychology J6:2 (April, 1946), 9.5-118. 
2
carmichael, Leonard, and Dearborn, Walter F. Reading and Viamal 
Fatigue. Cambridge: Houghton Mifflin Co. (Riverside Press), 1947. 
3Anderson, Irving H. and Meredith, Cameron W., •The Reading of 
Projected Books with Special Reference to Rate and Visual Fatigue" 
The Journal of Education!!,] Research 41:6 (February, 1948), 45J-46o. 
4:serens, Conrad, and S.ella, Saul B., •Experimental Studies on 
"atigue of Accommodation. I. Plan of Research and Observations on 
Recession of Near Point of Accommodation Following a Period of 
~nterpolated Work on the Ophthalmic Ergograph" A£chivea of Ophthalmo-
~ Jl:2 (February, 1944), 148-159. 
~arena, Conrad, and Sella, 
Fatigue of Accommodation, II• 
JJ:l (January, 1945), 47-58. 
Saul B., •Experimental Studies on 
America,n Journal of Ophthalmology 
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of asthenopia and e:ve fatigue, but without pathology. They compared 
near point accommodation-initial, final, and decrement, after .)0 
minute• of ergographic exercise or lees if subject gave up sooner. 
They found the decrement to .. correlate insignificantly with accommod&-
tion, power, age, refractive error, muscle balance, or muscle-balance 
decrement. Topics suggested for further study include motivation, 
anemia, hypot~oidism, chronic siunsitis, chronic colitis, etc., as 
well as personality structure and neurotic mechanisms. 
Simmerman1 discusses fatigue from an optometrist's standpoint. 
Referring to definitions by other writers, he states that it is not 
impairment nor measurable by impairment; it 1a directly experienced, 
personal, cumulative, subject to sudden onset and recovery, not 
specific to a given body member, not crucially dependent on energy, and 
not to be defined or analysed in terms of supposed origin or on the 
basis of function involved. Discussion of the ph;veiology of fatigae 
follows, also the statement: 1 The e:ves have been regarded as the most 
important organs for the inception of fatigue. • 
He goes on to state that visual fatigae is muscular, not retinal, 
and that faulty illumination 1s the commonest cause. Another cause he 
finds in excessive change in accommodation (far-near-far) and in pupil 
adjustment (Ught-darki-light). 
1 Simmerman, Harold, "Visual Fatigue" A!nerican JowneJ of 
fjtometrY and ~chives of' the .American A!lf!i!em:Y of Optometry 27:11 
November, 19.50 , .5.54-61. 
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). Illumination 
Desirable levels of illumination, like criteria of readability, have 
been the subject of active disagreement. 
Kumitz and Sleight1 made a comparative study of 12 subjects vi th 
normal and 12 vi th subnormal vision, to determine the amount of light 
required to give normal visual acuity vi th a standard checkerboard target. 
!Bey found that the subjects with normal vision required from 10 to )0 
foot-lemberts, those vi th subnormal vision, from )0 to 40 foot-lamberts 
(These figures are well above the minimum required for identifying the 
target.) 
Luckiea~ summarized the reaults of several stndies conducted in 
the Lighting Research Laboratory of the General Electric Co., vi th these 
conclusions, among others: 
11. Seeing becomes easier as the level of illumination is 
increased above 100 foot candles, on the white p8E;e of reading 
matter. 
•2. Increase in the visibility of tasks results in increase in 
ease of seeing up to certain levels of brightness, at which 
optimum seeing results. 
"3· Seeing becomes measurably easier if the brightness of the 
immediate surrounding• of the task is of the same order of 
brightnesa as the task. 
~umitz, J. E., and Sleight, :a. B., 
on Normal and Subnormal Viaual Acuity• 
)):1 (l'ebruary, 1949), 8)-91. 
1Etfect of ~get Brightness 
JoypeJ of Applied Paygholoq 
2Luckiesh, Matthew, 1 How Much Light ia Adequate?• Jo~nl of 
the .Americen Optometric Asaociation 19:3 (October, 1947790-94. 
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1 4. Seeing becomes easier as glare is reduced.• 
Simonson and Brozek1 reported an experiment using six illumination 
levels (2, 5, 15, SO, 100, and 300 foot candles). They found that 
performance was more affected by illumination level than was fatigue, 
and that optimum illumination varied w1 th the job. While the latter 
statement is consistent with Luckiesh1 s report, the former contrasts 
w1 th Luckiesh1 s statement: "Production is an inadequate measure of 
the benefits of higher levels of illumination to the worker. Seeing 
becomes easier and easier as the level of illumination is increased,. 
long after o1iher factors have caused production to reach an optillllllll!' 
In a later report, Luckiesh2 pointed out that foot--candle levels 
should vary with contrast. in material being seen, and w1 th the 
vision of the worker -- pocr vision requires more light. Compromise 
between threshold, optimum, and ideal levels, and economic and 
practical considerations, must be made. Often direct light should 
supplement general illumination. 
In 19So3 he described a method for comparing vilibili ty, and 
presented a table of toot--candles of illumination required for 
1 Simonson, Ernest and Brozek, Josef, "Effects ot Illumination 
Level on Visual Performance and Fatigue1 Jownnl of the OotiCAJ 
Society of America 38:4 (April, 1948), 384-9. 
2Luckiesh, Matthew 1lieco1111ended loot Candle Levels tor Prolonged 
Critical Seeingl Journ'J of the Optiqe1 Society of A;erica, 38:8 
(August, 1948), 712-718. 
3Luckiesh, Matthew, 1 The Measurement of Viaibility1 Southern 
Ootgmetri!t 3112 (October, 1950), 1}-15. 
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several tasks to make them equal in visibility to 8- pt. type under 10 
foot-candles. While 24-pt. '>type required only 1/10 as much light, 
aver~e pencil writiD& required twice as much; newsprints, three times 
as much; }-pt. type, nine times; white thread on white, over 17 times; 
and black thread on black, 40 time-for equal visibility. He makes 
the interesting suggestion that vision could be appraised in terms of' 
vieibilit~or the amount of' light required to recognize a given 
target, rather than the size target units recognized under standard 
conditione. Thie point he beare out in another paper1 in which he 
states that 20/20 vision requires JO foot-candles; 20/40, 90 foot-
candles, and 20/80, 200 foot-candles to make good print equally 
vieible. 
In another 19.50 report2 , after statiD& that increase of' 
illumination from 3 to 12 f't-c increased production J~; from 6 to 
12 f't-c, 1~: f'rom 12 to 48 ft-c, ll~; and from 24 to 48 ft-c, 6~. 
he concluded that ,50 f't-c should give adequate visibility for most 
tasks. Citing a case where vibration of' work material increased 
visual fatigue without reduciD& production, and the element of time 
required to learn to work faeter even With increased illumination, he 
warned a&&inet accepting production as an accurate criterion of ease 
lx.uckiesh, Matthew, 1 Vi-aua1 Acuit;y and Visual Taek81 ~­
Southern Optoutriat Jt8, (Apr!l, 19§0h 17-19. 
2Luckieah, Matthew, •Production is an Inadequate Criterion of 
Seeing" South8rn Optometriet JllO (June, 19,50), 1.5-17. 
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of seeing. Efficiency--not amount of work per hour or per dollar, but 
ratio of use~~ output ~o t~t~he considers a better criterion. 
Tinker in 19451 , from a review of related studies and new data 
from 60 subjects, concluded that there was a •marked tendency to 
prefer intenBi ties of illumination at and above the brightness to Which 
the subject was adapted"; and that therefore, preferred intensities 
were unsatisfactory bases for prescribing of lighting. 
In 19462 , he implied that recommended intensities were too high, 
but recommendations for distribution of light, brightness contrast, 
and color of light, were satisfactory. In 19473 essentially the same 
findings were reported. His recommendations: for normal eyes, 10-15 
ft-c for reading good print, 1~20 ft-c, for newspaper print 20-:30 
ft-c for handwriting, J0-40 ft-c for 6-pt. type, and a maximum of 
40-50 ft-c for the most severe visual tasks are in contrast to those 
of Luckiesch. At the lower levels he recommended an additional 5-10 
ft-~c for subnormal eyes, but found this unnecessary at the higher 
levelli. 
1 Tinker, Miles A., 1Effect of Visual Adaptation Upon Intensity 
of Illumination Preferred for Reading With Direct Lighting" Journal 
of Applied Psxch9logr 29:6 (December, 1945), 471-76. 
2 Tinker, Miles A. , 
of Public Hee,lth :36:9 
1 Illumination Standards" American Journal 
(September, 1946), 96:3-7:3· 
:3Tinker, Miles A., •Illumination Standards for Effective and 
Easy Seeing" Psych9logical Bu!letin 44:5 (September, 1947), 
435-50. 
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In 1948, he again1 reviewed recent recommended illumination 
standards for the Illuminating Engineers, and eXpressed a feeling that 
in general they reflect what the traffic will bear, rather than what 
is best for the individual. 
In 1948, also, Birren,2 out of a background of fifteen years of 
•substantial experience in hundreds of factories, offices, schools and 
hospitals, reviewed the theories of brightness, lighting intensities, 
ideal light levels and brightness ratios, with further references to 
the "pathology of eyestrain•, the psychology of seeing, the phenomena 
of color constancy, and the promotion of safety through increase in 
foot-candle levels and a safety color code. 
He concludes that many of the arguments for either higher or 
lower illumination levels are invalidated by faulty reflectance 
levels and brightness ratios of room surfaces, furniture, or equip.. 
ment. In average interiors, he considers 20 foot-candles a 
satisfactory level, with 25-35 foot-candles for critical seeing. 
As reflectance levels go up with use of lighter finishes on 
floors, walls, and other surfaces, the br•ghtness ratio being kept 
low, he feels that general illumination may be increased to a maximum 
1Tinker, Miles A., "Trends in Illumination Standards" Illuminating 
lilpgfueerin.g 4;:8 (September, 1948), 866-81. 
2Birren, Faber, "The Ophthalmic Aspects of Illumination, 
Brightness, and Color• Transactions .American Academy of Ophthalmology 
end Oto-Larmoloey 52 (Mq-June, 1948) , 566-583. 
of about 50 foot-candles. :Beyond that point, supplementary light should 
be used when needed for critical seeing, the task being made moderately 
brighter than the surroundings. 
4. 1The Coordinated Classroom• 
A recent development in practical application of lighting stand-
ards deals with class-room lighting, decoration, and arrangement. 
1 Harmon in 1949 reported an intensive study of the effect of 
classroom environment. Incidence of visual, nutritional, postural, 
ana dental difficulties, chronic fatigue, and possible chronic 
infection, were studied before, six months after,Sld eighteen months 
after, redecoration, installation of daylight controls, and seating 
rearrangement. Visual difficulties dropped from 53.3% to 18.6%; 
nutritional problems from 71.3% to 37.2% in six months. Gains in 
educational age were about ten months as compared with six months in 
a control school. Relatively low reduction in nutritional problems 
in Grades lA and 2:B was attributed to undesirable seating arrangement&-
rather surprising, considering their high reduction in visual problems. 
It would be interesting to know Jd!A1 visual problems were involved, 
and what cond:l. tions were found in the following November and May. 
1 
Harmon, Darrell B. The Coordinated Classroom Grand Rapids .2, 
Mich.: American Seating Co,, A.I.A, J'Ue No. 35-:S, (on request) 
(1949), pp 48. 
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A similar experiment in Wisconsin was reported. by Moore1 in 1950. 
One of two similar classrooms was improved according to Harmon's plans, 
the second serving as a control. All children in both rooms were 
tested before the experiment and again 4t months later "with skills 
cards, stereoscopes, ophthalmoscopes, retinoscope&, and distance acuity 
and fixation charts.• Case history eheets were also filled out by 
parents and teachers. "Surveys showed an improvement in the visual 
condition of lo% of the children in the improved room, and 40% digression 
of those children of the control room." Improved work and study habits 
were also attributed to the change. 
Carrying the same idea over in to the home , Mow bra~ gi vee sugges-
tiona for adequate lighting of the child's home environment. Task 
area lighting by lamps out of the field of vision, adequate general 
illumination, diffusing devices to reduce glare, flat-white ceilings 
and pas tel non-gloss wall finishes to reflect w1 thou t glare, drapes 
mounted three to six inches out from the wall and held back by tie-
backs to permit fullest utilization of daylight, light rather than 
dark window coverings, restriction of dark, shiny, or brilliant 
decorative items to leas critical seeing areas, are among his 
recommendations. 
~oore, W. Linhard, •A Coordinated Cla~sroom Experiment" 
Journal of the American Optometric Association 21:6 (January, 1950), 
316-,318. 
2Mowbray, John F. and Mowbray, D. L., "Children's Vision in Home 
Environment• Optometric Weekly 42:4 (January 25, 1951), 123-139. 
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5. Miscellaneous 
A study in the relation of diet to vision and reading is that of 
Harrel11 on the addition of thiamin in the diet of a group of orphanage 
children. Indications were that those who received the thiamin during 
the first year showed an improvement in IQ,, educational achievement, 
height, weight, and reaction time, which they maintained by comparison 
w1 th the group receiving it the second year instead. Visual acuHy 
and retention gains by the group receiving thiamin tll< second yea~ 
only, appeared to give them a lead over the group receiving thiamin the 
first year only. 
The general conclusion drawn was that •cumulative effects of a 
superior dietary throughout a lifetime may, nevertheless, spell the 
difference between alert, successful living and a marginal existence." 
Another unique contribution was Tinker1 s study2 on the effect of 
vibration simulating that of a moving traino He drew two conclus:l.o7!s: 
that vibration reduced speed of :perception about 5%; and that the 
speed-of-reading technique used •may be employed to advan'tage to measure 
readability of :print. a 
1 Harrell, Ruth F., Further Effects of Added Thiamin on Learning 
and Other Processeso Contributions to Education No. 928, New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University. 1947. 
2Tinker, Miles A., 1Effect of Vibration Upon Reading" American 
Journe.l of Psychology 41::3 (July, 1948), :386-90. 
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6. Summary 
The question: •What visual factors may prove handicapping in the 
school si tuation?• has been given many conflicting answers, depending 
upon the population studied, the testing methods (visual and educationa0 
used, the standards set in each case, and the background and technique 
of the research worker. While b7Peropia and muscle imbalances seem 
to be the offenders most readily screened out, their importance in any 
given case, and the presence and importance of lese obvious faults of 
fusion, suppression, alternation, etc., appear to be problems for 
solution by the professional eye man in each case. 
As Bing1 has suggested, there is need for validation of opinions 
as to amounts of deviation (phorias, refractive errors, etc.) actually 
handicapping in the reading situation, and for more complete visual 
e tudie s , with a search for possible handicapping syndromes as dis tin-
guished from individual deviations. 
1 How can pupils so handicapped be picked out for referral?" may 
be answered at several levels. With the Snellen chart, the Eames Eye 
Test, and the Massachusetts Vision Test available for use by school 
personnel, a good start can be made, and a large percentage of visually 
handicapped pupils referred for care. 
l Bing, Lois B., •A Critical Analysis of the Literature on Certain 
Visual Functions Which Seem to be Related to Reading Achievement• 
Jompl of the American Ontom.etric t.ssociation 22:8 (March, 1951), 
4-54-463. 
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The use of the binocu.l.ar reading test and the o-phthalJnograph in 
remedial reading groups can help to explain some of the problems, and 
give a clue to more satisfactory handling. 
The increasing number of extensive school vision surveys set up 
in cooperation with ar.d supervised or carded out by professional eye 
men, with statistical studies of the findings, should not only bring 
to professional eye care those pupils in need of it in the areas 
screened, but also shed further light on the efficiency of the 
instruments and techniques available for thie work. This, in turn, will 
lead to their improvement. 
Careful follow-up to determine whether recommended eye care was 
received, and evaluation of its actual contribution to the progress of 
the pupils involved would seem to be necessary for complete validation 
of the program. 
"How can each child be helped most?", visually speaking, is a 
matter for determination by the eye man chosen by the parents. !t is 
being increasingly appreciated especially amollb optometrists, that 
visual training, with or without glasses, may play an important part 
in relieving visual problems. Visual care by the alert specialist 
may also bring to light interests and attitudes of the pupil which 
ebould be utilized by the school personnel working with him. 
Again, careful evaluation of the visual factors causing difficulty, 
availability and judicious selection and use of remedial equipment, 
and treatment of the whgle child, are essential. Perhaps the 
recognition by the school that he !lil. a probll3m, rather than 1!, one, will 
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of itself do much to help him. Progress in treatment methods by the 
eye professions can be counted on. 
1How can visual problems of all children be kept at a minimum?• 
Judicious selection of paper and print for class-room materials must 
be considered by both publishers and school personnel, and adapted 
to the age level of the pupils. 
Better lighting of the school-room--including adequate, well-
controlled use of day-light, as well as carefully planned artificial 
lighting-is esaential. Classroom planning that keeps lighting 
contrasts at a reasonable level, provides wor~surfaces and seats 
that make for comfortable, balanced posture, with adequate, comfortable 
lighting free from undesirable shadows, will do much to keep the 
visual problems of all at a minimum. 
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